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Abstrat

This is a biographial sketh of Paul Erd}os, with an emphasis on

the historial bakground whih a�eted the extraordinary geographi

and mathematial trail of the most proli� mathematiian of our time.

The �rst part is an essay on some aspets of the areer of Paul

Erd}os. We fous on Erd}os's formative years and inuenes, and on his

personal and professional ties. The seond part is a year-by-year a-

ount of random events and anedotes, based largely on two interviews

with Erd}os. The material is supplemented with lists of honors reeived

by Erd}os, as well as a list of his oauthors with the most joint papers.

While we do make oasional referenes to mathematial disi-

plines, we have intended this artile to be aessible to non-mathematiians.
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Property is nuisane.

Paul Erd}os

Paul Erd}os is the most proli� mathematiian of our time. Exept for

Leonhard Euler (1707-1783) whose Oeuvre strethes over 90 large volumes,

no great mathematiian in history mathes Erd}os's list of over 1400 papers,

several of whih gave rise to new branhes of mathematis.

Other \mosts" that the reader may enounter in any essay about Erd}os:

he traveled the most miles (indeed, he is onstantly on the move aross

and between ontinents) and he ollaborated with the most mathematial

partners (more than 250 of them). The \leasts" are equally extraordinary

for a sientist of his stature: aording to the legend, he owns barely more

than a hange of lothes, he has no home, no bank aount, no year-round

soure of inome

1

. Taken literally, all these statements are false, yet Erd}os

1

For myths like these, see the subtitle of a 1984 artile in Siene [38℄.
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would indeed have as little to do with his modest property as possible.

He travels the world with a half-empty suitase. He owns a ondominium

apartment in Budapest and has even willed it to an adopted nephew. But

Erd}os himself has hardly used the apartment in the past two deades; he

would let friends and visiting olleagues use it free of harge. Erd}os has

at least two bank aounts, one in Budapest and one in New Jersey, but

friends do most transations for him, they even sign his heks. Erd}os has

been aÆliated with the Mathematial Institute of the Hungarian Aademy

of Siene sine 1962 but the pay assoiated with that job never worried

him

2

.

Most of what has been written about the ways of Paul Erd}os, in the

U. S. and in the world, shows him to be a thoroughly international thinker,

his mind apparently free of national boundaries. Comparatively little atten-

tion seems to have been given to his relationship with Hungary, his native

ountry. However, a sketh of this omplex link is requisite to a portrait of

Erd}os.

News-writers tend to sensationalize Erd}os's eentriities and hild-like

dependene and desribe him as the single-minded hampion of an arane

world (mathematis, that is), totally onsumed by his passion for a \narrow"

pursuit.

His mathematial friends around the world know better. They aept

his innoene and are for him fondly, repaying in small ways for the warmth

and the light he brings into their oÆes and homes. They also know that,

far from being a mathematial robot, Erd}os has always been mindful of his

surroundings, small and large.

Erd}os's ompassion for his fellow mathematiians is as legendary as the

trail of joint publiations marking the path of his Brownian motion. A

man without earthly possessions, he always �nds a way to help olleagues

in need, even total strangers. Of his $50,000 Wolf prize (1984), by far the

largest ash award he ever earned, he kept only $720. He used $30,000 to

endow a postdotoral fellowship at the Tehnion (Haifa) in the name of his

mother, and gave the rest to needy relatives and olleagues. On the oasion

of Erd}os's 70th birthday, Ernst Straus observed [36℄:

\No appreiation of Paul Erd}os would be omplete without re-

membering his great generosity and are for his fellow man, as

well as his total devotion to the rights of human beings over

2

For more than two deades, most of Erd}os's time was reorded as unpaid leave of

absene.
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all other loyalties. His money and onnetions are available to

promising students and mathematiians at all levels. He has

made some extraordinary personal sari�es rather than to a-

quiese in even relatively minor violations of rights."

Conjeture and proof

n log logn

Paul Erd}os

The presene of Paul Erd}os at formal or informal mathematial gather-

ings always stirs exitement. Wherever he goes, his letures draw rowds.

His following has grown exponentially through the years.

Then there are his mathematial foes, those who dislike his mathematial

style. Saunders Ma Lane

3

made these ponderous omments on the pages

of the Mathematial Intelligener [30℄:

\. . . the diÆulty may lie in emphasizing too muh of a Hungar-

ian view of mathematis { that the siene onsists not in good

answers but in hard questions. This emphasis on problems is

likely to lose trak of the fat that what matters most about a

problem is its relevane."

\Who brought this disgrae upon us?", fumed Erd}os's Hungarian adver-

saries (oh yes, they do exist), uttering opies of Ma Lane's trat and

lamenting the tarnished honor of a nation. Who, indeed, other than Paul

Erd}os, the virtually inexhaustible fountain of simply-stated hard problems

in number theory, geometry, omplex analysis, onstrutive funtions, set

theory, topology, graph theory, ombinatoris, and more? Paul Erd}os, who

takes suh a delight in his questions that he will not pause to tell, or ask,

why?

3

In 1985, Ma Lane onduted a seminar at the University of Chiago under the ti-

tle \Good mathematis and bad mathematis { the latter illustrated by examples from

ombinatoris." He invited Lov�asz and this writer to present an opposing point of view,

whih we did rather suessfully. It must be a mere oinidene that both of Ma Lane's

appointed opponents happened to be ountrymen of Erd}os. { Ma Lane refers to Erd}os

as his \old friend." On a visit to the University of Chiago in 1986, the �rst request of

Erd}os upon arrival was to be shown to Ma Lane's oÆe, where he immediately began

talking about mathematis even while hanging his soks to soothe his sensitive skin.
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Erd}os has never delared a program of researh nor stated a general

mathematial objetive. Presumably he would have diÆulty putting to-

gether an aeptable grant proposal. Straus writes [36℄:

\In this entury, in whih mathematis is so strongly dominated

by `theory onstrutors', he has remained the prine of problem

solvers and the absolute monarh of problem posers. . . . [A℄ great

mathematiian . . . omplained to me that `Erd}os only gives us

orollaries of the great metatheorems whih remain unformu-

lated in the bak of his mind.' I think there is muh truth in

that observation, but I don't agree that it would have been ei-

ther feasible or desirable for Erd}os to stop produing his orol-

laries and onentrate on the formulation of his metatheorems.

In many ways, Paul Erd}os is the Euler of our times. Just as

the `speial' problems Euler solved pointed the way to analyti

and algebrai number theory, topology, ombinatoris, funtion

spaes, et.; so the methods and results of Erd}os's work already

let us see the outlines of great new disiplines, suh as ombina-

torial and probabilisti number theory, ombinatorial geometry,

probabilisti and trans�nite ombinatoris and graph theory as

well as many more yet to arise from his ideas."

Indeed, while some of these theories, suh as extremal graph theory (f.

[3℄), gradually unfolded over the deades through Erd}os's thousand results

and tens of thousands of questions, others emerged as full-blown theories

in monumental papers suh as the sixty-page paper by Erd}os and Rado on

partition alulus (Ramsey theory, espeially in unountably in�nite ardi-

nals and ordinals) (Bulletin of the Amerian Mathematial Soiety, 1956)

(f. [17℄). Erd}os has also been the universal thesis advisor: it is believed

that at least a hundred mathematiians have reahed tenured positions by

working on problems he has proposed.

Sine his ollege years, Erd}os has been a atalyst of interation between

mathematiians, making introdutions wherever he sensed shared mathe-

matial interests. (This writer has been the bene�iary of several suh

introdutions.) In his ommemorative address for mathematiian vitims

of the Holoaust [42℄, Tur�an mentions two mathematiians (S. Sidon and

P. Csillag) both of whom he had met through Erd}os, three years his ju-

nior. Tur�an's introdution to Sidon, author of lassi work in the theory of

trigonometri series, has beome a legend.
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A relusive man with a severe psyhologial handiap, Sidon was em-

ployed by Generali Insurane Co. until his inexpliably early retirement in

1934. Erd}os met him in 1932 through fellow student S�andor Kem�eny who

worked for Generali. Impressed by Sidon's questions, Erd}os felt ompelled

to take Tur�an to Sidon's home. \. . . as usual, [our meeting was℄ initiated

and arranged by Erd}os," Tur�an writes. When the two students showed up

at his doorstep, Sidon greeted them with the words, \Please visit another

time and espeially another person . . . "

4

Eventually Erd}os prevailed, they

managed to talk to Sidon and ame bak several times

5

.

Erd}os was aptivated by one of Sidon's inventions, and a theory of \Sidon

sets," typial of Erd}os-style additive number theory, began to take shape.

A problem on Sidon sets beame the subjet of one of the early joint papers

of Erd}os and Tur�an (1941).

At his �rst meeting with Erd}os, Sidon proposed a problem on the upper

density of ertain integer sequenes. Twenty years old, Erd}os boasted that

he ould probably solve it. He was right, but it took him another 20 years

to do so (Ata Sientiarum Mathematiarum, Szeged, 1954). His solution

demonstrated the existene of ertain sets of integers by showing that \al-

most every set" had the desired property; no expliit onstrution for suh

a set has yet been found. This was not the �rst time that Erd}os used the

probabilisti method. However, Tur�an observes that, from that point on, the

method beame more prevalent in Erd}os's work [39, p. 9℄.

Through ollaboration of unpreedented dimensions in the history of

mathematis, Erd}os ontinues to shape the mathematis done around the

globe. An indefatigable prophet of the jet-age, he visits his ever growing

irle of disiples, oast to oast, ontinent to ontinent, with unpreditable

regularity. \Want to meet Erd}os? Just stay where you are and wait. He'll

show up," the ommon advie goes.

There is no way to do justie to even a fration of the more than 250

oauthors and ountless friends of Erd}os in suh a short aount. Those

omitted inlude a number of his major ollaborators and lose friends

6

. I

4

Erd}os likes to point out that the phrase has more punh in its original Hungarian:

\K�erem, j�ojjenek m�askor �es k�ul�on�osen m�ashoz." The last four words orrespond to the

last six in English.

5

The reolletion of Erd}os of the date is at variane with Tur�an's aount. Erd}os puts

this egregious enounter at 1937, several years after he had introdued Tur�an to Sidon.

A variant of this anedote, appearing in [2, pp. 200-201℄, seems to be loser to Erd}os's

version.

6

The more glaring omissions inlude Erd}os's intimate friendship with two of his out-

standing ollaborators of the past three deades, Mikl�os Simonovits and Endre Szemer�edi.
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regret this imbalane whih I believe was inevitable, given the limited sope

of this writing. The reader will notie a bias towards Hungarians whih is

partly due to this writer's observation point. It may be somewhat surprising,

however, that suh a bias is indeed quite prominent in the areer of Erd}os.

In spite of the fat that, after age 23, Erd}os spent less than 10% of his

time in Hungary and the great majority of his oauthors are from other

parts of the world, enompassing over 25 ountries, several of his Hungarian

ollaborations stand out. His inuene on the mathematial pro�le of his

native ountry is immeasurable.

In and out of Hungary: menaing worlds

Children beome letters.

Anyuka (Anna Wilhelm Erd}os, the

mother of Paul Erd}os)

For muh of his peripateti areer, politis of the powers of the world had

a onsiderable e�et on Erd}os's trail. Faing government authorities ranging

from the merely annoying to the truly menaing, Erd}os never allowed them

to hold the upper hand, to onstrain or humiliate him.

As a Jew growing up in the inreasingly hostile inter-war soial limate,

he knew, by age 12, that eventually he would have to leave Hungary.

That moment arrived during his visit home in the summer of 1938, at the

age of 25. Erd}os had held a fellowship in Manhester from 1934 to '38 and

visited home three times eah year. No longer able to travel through Austria

after the Marh 1938 Anshluss, he returned from Britain to Hungary the

long way around through Italy for his 1938 summer visit. He was planning

to travel to the U. S. at the end of September to take up his fellowship at

the Institute for Advaned Study in Prineton.

Bak home, he monitored loal and foreign news broadasts. The morn-

ing news of September 3 was partiularly ominous, indiating that Nazi

Germany's appetite now inluded the Sudetenland, part of Czehoslovakia.

Alarmed by the possibility of an imminent dramati turn of events, Erd}os

deided to leave immediately. Several weeks ahead of shedule, he paked in

a great hurry, bade his parents farewell at the railway station, and rossed

the border the same day. That was the last time he saw Apuka

7

, his beloved

father.

7

Apuka: Daddy. Pronouned \oh-poo-koh."
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He traveled to Britain and spent three weeks there, visiting Cambridge,

Manhester, and London, among other plaes. While in Reading on Septem-

ber 12, he heard Hitler's inammatory speeh on the radio. No longer in

danger of being trapped in Hungary under the shadow of the Third Reih,

Erd}os hoped for a rapid outbreak of war, and for Hitler's quik demise. He

was planning to o�er his servies to Britain's war e�ort.

But war did not break out. Prime Minister Chamberlain eleted to ap-

pease Hitler, betraying Czehoslovakia. Erd}os was on his way to Prineton

8

aboard the liner \Queen Mary" when the news of the onlusion of the

Munih pat reahed him on September 30.

It wasn't until a deade later that Erd}os returned to Budapest, mourning

his many friends and relatives who had fallen vitim to the Holoaust. He

rejoied at seeing the survivors whose number inluded Anyuka

9

, his beloved

mother as well as his herished friends Tibor Gallai and Paul Tur�an.

On this visit, Gallai introdued a young star to Erd}os, then undergrad-

uate Vera S�os, formerly Gallai's student in high shool, and before long,

wife of luky Tur�an. After many years of lose friendship and oasional

ollaboration, S�os beame one of Erd}os's major ollaborators in the late

70s.

Bak in 1948, the Soviet-orhestrated onversion of Hungary to a Com-

munist state was in full swing. By the time the borders were hermetially

sealed and the sripted trials began in 1949, Erd}os had returned to the U. S.

He did not return to Soviet-dominated Hungary until 1955, two years after

Stalin's death, when his friends, espeially George Alexits, a Fourier ana-

lyst with high onnetions, managed to arrange a speial deal for him with

the Hungarian government. Erd}os, ever without a permanent domiile, was

thereafter listed in his passport as a Hungarian itizen and Israeli resident.

The government's promise to let Erd}os move freely was reiterated under the

K�ad�ar regime whih had been installed by the Soviets after they rushed

the revolution of 1956. In the early 60s the speial status of Erd}os was

formalized in a \onsular passport," allowing him to enter and leave Hun-

gary at any time. This was a singular privilege not only in 1955 but for the

subsequent three deades.

The guarantees were meager, though. The passport ould be revoked

on the whim of the ommunist leadership, should they hoose to ignore

8

A omment by Erd}os on what he found in the New World: in 1938, some hotels in

the U. S. did not permit Jews.

9

Anyuka: Mommy. Pronouned \on-yoo-koh."
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the preditable protest of Western olleagues. Apparently, however, Erd}os's

assessment of the situation was adequate, \Joe"

10

never baked out of the

deal.

From then on, Erd}os returned to Hungary with inreasing frequeny, and

these visits allowed him to initiate and pursue some of his most produtive

ollaborations with his harateristi vigor.

The next deade saw the emergene of about two dozen joint papers on

a variety of subjets with number theorist, analyst and probabilist Alfr�ed

R�enyi; these inlude their seminal study of the \Evolution of random graphs."

With his old friend, number theorist and analyst Paul Tur�an, Erd}os started

their famous series on \Statistial group theory" while the two also ollab-

orated on a number of other subjets, inluding interpolation and diophan-

tine approximation. \Partition relations for ardinal numbers" (1965) was

a milestone in trans�nite ombinatoris, written with set theorists Andr�as

Hajnal and Rihard Rado. Referred to by olleagues as the \Giant Triple

Paper," this was but one among a dozen papers with Hajnal in this period.

Tur�an introdued his student Andr�as S�ark�ozy to Erd}os around 1963;

S�ark�ozy brought his olleague Endre Szemer�edi along. Between 1966 and

1970, a dozen Erd}os-S�ark�ozy-Szemer�edi papers appeared, marking a new

era in ombinatorial number theory. To date, Hajnal and S�ark�ozy eah

have written over 50 papers with Erd}os, yet there is not even a remote

onnetion between the subjet areas of the Hajnal papers and those of the

S�ark�ozy papers.

Feasting on problems of Erd}os, Szemer�edi has emerged as one of the most

formidable problem solvers of our time. His rowning ahievement was his

proof, in \a masterpiee of ombinatorial reasoning" [21, p. 46℄ of the 1936

onjeture of Erd}os and Tur�an that sets of integers of positive upper density

ontain arbitrarily long arithmeti progressions (Ata Arithmetia 27 (1975),

pp. 199{245). Two of Erd}os's losest assoiates, Hajnal and Ronald Graham,

were so enthusiasti about the result, they both liberally donated their time

helping Szemer�edi write up his most elebrated paper

11

. Szemer�edi ashed

the thousand dollar hek Erd}os had o�ered for the solution (the biggest

10

\Joe" is the nikname of the ommunist regimes in Erd}oshese, referring to Joseph

Stalin.

11

The �rst draft was written by Hajnal; Graham produed the �nal version. In his pa-

per's Aknowledgment, Szemer�edi expresses \extremely great indebtedness" to Hajnal and

Graham, beause \they wrote the whole paper." Remarkably, both Hajnal and Graham,

tireless leaders of mathematial ommunities and dediated administrators, volunteered

their time for this endeavor amidst myriad other obligations.
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monetary reward

12

Erd}os ever paid).

Szemer�edi's work has been inuential not only in ombinatoris and num-

ber theory, but also in the theory of omputing, an area in whih Erd}os

laimed little interest. Ironially, developments of the past two deades in

this �eld have put the emphasis on asymptoti results, often with a heavy

ombinatorial ore, a ombination that has made Erd}os's sublime universe

eminently relevant.

Child prodigies

I am the epsilon from Szeged.

14-year-old math whiz Attila M�at�e intro-

duing himself to Anyuka over the phone

Erd}os has always been eager to meet mathematially gifted hildren.

With her long tradition of talent searh, Hungary has been partiularly well

suited to meet this desire of Erd}os. And Erd}os would never miss a hane

to let new epsilons { Erd}oshese for young talent { try their laws on his

problems. One a hild prodigy himself, he builds very speial relationships

with those who have shown their gift early. He nurtures their talents and

introdues them to open problems they ould handle. Erd}os talks fondly

about their results [10℄ and ontinues to monitor their areers long after

their period of frequent orrespondene has ended.

They are his hildren.

His favorite adoptee is Lajos P�osa. P�osa was 12 when logiian R�ozsa

P�eter introdued him to Erd}os in 1959. Over lunh Erd}os hallenged P�osa

to prove that among any n+1 integers between 1 and 2n, there are two that

are relatively prime

13

. After brief ontemplation, with his spoon stopped

in mid-air, little P�osa uttered the elegant proof, onsisting of a single short

12

Sine the early 50s Erd}os has been o�ering monetary awards, ranging from $10 to

$25,000, for solutions to his problems. The biggest awards laimed so far have been

Szemer�edi's $1,000 and four awards of $500 eah. The reipients of the $500 awards were

HughL. Montgomery and R.C. Vaughan (number theory), P�eter Frankl and Vojteh R�odl

(ombinatoris), Helmut Maier (number theory), and very reently, Rudolf Ahlswede and

Levon Khahatrian (ombinatoris).

13

Charateristially for Erd}os, this innouous question is a speial ase of a problem

whih has still not been fully resolved: given k, determine the maximum number of integers

between 1 and n suh that no k are pairwise relatively prime. The question to P�osa gives

the tight solution for k = 2. Substantial progress on the general ase was made reently

by R.Ahlswede and L.H.Khahatrian, Ata Arithmetia 66 (1994), 89-99.
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sentene

14

[10℄. Erd}os was impressed. He ontinued to pose questions to

P�osa by mail and was overjoyed by P�osa's interest in his questions. Gradu-

ally he introdued him to graph theory. In 8th grade, P�osa already produed

onjetures and proofs of his own. Big trauma hit P�osa around that time;

his mother died of aner. This, perhaps, made his intense involvement with

Erd}os even more signi�ant.

P�osa's �rst paper on extremal graph theory appeared in Hungarian in

1962. His inuential seond paper, on Hamilton paths, appeared in English

in 1962 (f. [3℄). Erd}os helped the 14-year-old author to turn the results into

papers. Their �rst joint paper, on disjoint yles in a graph, also appeared

in 1962. A number of unpublished results of P�osa from his early high shool

years appear in Lov�asz's problem book [29℄.

P�osa entered Fazekas High Shool of Budapest in 1961 as a 9th grader,

a member of the inaugural year of a speial program for mathematially

gifted students at that high shool. A teaher by instint, P�osa immedi-

ately began to propagate Erd}os's world of thoughts among his lassmates

whose number inluded an astonishing array of now well known math-

ematiians, L�aszl�o Lov�asz, Katalin Vesztergombi, J�ozsef Pelik�an, Mikl�os

Lazkovih, Zsolt Baranyai (1948-1978), Istv�an Berkes, P�eter Major, and

Hajnal Andr�eka, among them.

This unique gathering plae of young talent required a speial urriu-

lum. The mathematis urriulum was developed by a powerhouse of volun-

teers that inluded some of the losest assoiates of Erd}os and learly bore

Erd}os's imprint. One of the novel elements of the urriulum was ombina-

toris and graph theory. The textbook, probably the �rst high shool text

in the area, was written by Andr�as Hajnal

15

in 1965. Graph theorist and

legendary teaher Tibor Gallai

16

reviewed and ommented on eah hapter,

ensuring its aessibility to the students. Erd}os provided the exerises and

Hajnal himself taught the lass in 65-66; the students also had a hane to

meet Erd}os and Gallai.

L�aszl�o Lov�asz did not start as early as P�osa, his lassmate. Lov�asz

wrote his �rst signi�ant papers \at the ripe old age of nearly 17," Erd}os

omments [10℄. By the end of high shool, Lov�asz, Pelik�an and Veszter-

gombi oauthored a lovely text on ombinatoris for elementary shool stu-

14

\Two are neighbors."

15

See the setion on \The making of disiples" for the story of the Erd}os{Hajnal

ollaboration.

16

If there is a single person Erd}os would all his losest friend, it is Gallai (1912{1992).

Cf. the setion on \Anonymous" as well as Vera S�os's story in \The making of disiples."
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dents (up to 8th grade). Gallai beame one of Lov�asz's mentors. Lov�asz's

mathematial style owes muh to Gallai. Lov�asz, one of the most inuential

ombinatorists of our time, has done a great deal to make Gallai's work

(inluding some of his unpublished results) widely known and appreiated.

It was at the home of Anyuka where P�osa �rst met another hild prodigy,

one year his senior. Attila M�at�e, \the epsilon from Szeged

17

," was 13 in 1959

when Erd}os sought him out. Erd}os and Hajnal traveled to Szeged to work

with set theorist G�eza Fodor when they heard about the remarkable 7th

grader. Erd}os wanted to meet him immediately, so they got word to his

shool that they would like M�at�e to walk over to the university. Little M�at�e

was no less eager to hear new problems than P�osa [10℄, so Erd}os kept him

busy in orrespondene. The problems were mainly in graph theory and

number theory. M�at�e visited Budapest several times a year to attend the

\Young Mathematiians' Club" meetings at the headquarters of the Bolyai

Soiety; on suh oasions he would all Erd}os and visit if he was around.

On one oasion in 1960, Erd}os invited little M�at�e for lunh at a fany hotel

in Budapest. M�at�e met a number of mathematiians there, inluding Paul

Tur�an and Vera S�os.

Meanwhile Fodor introdued M�at�e to set theory. He was in the 10th

grade and no longer lueless when he attended Hajnal's D. S. thesis defense

(an at somewhat analogous to the German Habilitation) where Hajnal pre-

sented his proof of a set-theoreti onjeture of Ruziewiz. The problem

onerned independent sets for set mappings over sets of singular ardinal-

ity. The problem had previously been solved by Erd}os under GCH

18

, an

assumption Hajnal's proof did not require.

M�at�e graduated from high shool in 10th grade, two years ahead of nor-

mal shedule. At 16, he enrolled at the University of Szeged. By then,

he was doing graduate level work. He worked on set theory with Fodor

in Szeged and later in Budapest with Hajnal. Although he has few joint

papers with Erd}os, several of his papers relate to the work of Erd}os both

in �nite and in trans�nite ombinatoris. At the International Congress

of Mathematiians

19

in Vanouver in 1974, Erd}os, Hajnal and Rado ap-

proahed him with the suggestion that he join their team in writing a

monograph on partition alulus. M�at�e agreed and subsequently beame

the engine behind the projet, putting in several years of work. The book

17

Szeged: university town in Hungary, home to Frederik Riesz and Alfr�ed Haar.

18

GCH: the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis.

19

Major quadrennial gathering of mathematiians.
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eventually appeared in 1984 [17℄.

Meanwhile, in an unusual major shift, M�at�e abandoned set theory and

turned, very suessfully, to lassial analysis where he ontinues to thrive

to this date. His entry into the �eld was marked by a joint paper with N�evai

whih appeared in the Annals of Mathematis and is related to a 1940 paper

in the same journal by Erd}os and Tur�an, \On interpolation III." This may

be a oinidene, though; M�at�e never disussed analysis with Erd}os.

Another hild prodigy, 15-year-old Imre Ruzsa, was presented to Erd}os

by P�osa, his mentor, in 1968. Within a year, a joint paper by Erd}os, S�ark�ozy

and Ruzsa on additive funtions was oneived. Ruzsa was enhanted by

ombinatorial number theory, and went on to enhant the world with his

ontributions to the �eld.

B�ela Bollob�as was 14 in spring, 1958 when he �rst attended a leture

by Paul Erd}os at a session of the \Young mathematiians' lub." A few

months later, during another brief visit to Budapest, Erd}os learned about

the promising epsilon who by then had won all the math ompetitions of his

age group. Erd}os invited the ambitious boy to lunh at his hotel, Hotel Golf,

talked with him about mathematis, and impressed him with his kindness.

Of ourse Annus n�eni (\Aunt Anna," Erd}os's mother) was also present.

From then on, Bollob�as visited them whenever Erd}os was in Budapest. Bol-

lob�as was 17 when he and his parents �rst invited Erd}os and Annus n�eni

over to their home for lunh. This beame a reurring event, and Bollob�as's

father, a physiian, examined Annus n�eni on these oasions. Even when

Erd}os was away (whih was most of the time), Bollob�as oasionally visited

Annus n�eni and her sister in their apartment in Abonyi street. He got a lot

of attention, and was always treated to ake and hot hoolate.

Bollob�as's �rst joint paper with Erd}os arose from a problem of Erd}os

whih he and Erd}os solved independently. Bollob�as was 18, the subjet was

extremal graph theory. He probably did not suspet that after a detour into

distant areas of mathematis, extremal graph theory would beome one of

his main trades, and the de�nitive monograph on the subjet would be his

work 17 years later.

Through Erd}os's old friend Harold Davenport, Fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge, Bollob�as got a stipend to spend the third year of his undergradu-

ate studies at Cambridge University. Bak in Budapest, Bollob�as graduated

from E�otv�os University in 1966, spent a year in Mosow working in fun-

tional analysis under I.M.Gel'fand, and returned to Cambridge in 1969. He

reeived a prestigeous fellowship and did his Ph.D. at Trinity College on

\Numerial ranges in Banah algebras" (1971). He stayed at Trinity and

13



after 20 years beame a Life Fellow there. In 1972 Bollob�as and Erd}os deter-

mined the orret speed of the parameter in the fundamental Erd}os{Stone

theorem. \Our best paper. We wrote it when ollaborating by mail," Bol-

lob�as omments. Their ollaboration peaked in 1976 when for a few months

Erd}os was Bollob�as's guest at Trinity. It was during these months that

Bollob�as's wife Gabriella, a sulptor, did Erd}os's bust.

More than any of the other former epsilons mentioned in this setion,

Bollob�as beame a disiple of Erd}os. His seond major monograph is on Ran-

dom Graphs (1985), another �eld of Erd}os's reation. In 1992 he launhed a

journal entitled Combinatoris, Probability, and Computing, linking two of

Erd}os's �elds of interest to an important reent appliation area of Erd}os{

type thinking.

Ever sine Erd}os's 65th birthday, Bollob�as has been organizing an Erd}os{

meeting at Cambridge every �ve years, always making sure that the exat

birthday, Marh 26, falls within the meeting.

In and out of Hungary: paranoid bureauraies

Another roof, another proof.

Paul Erd}os

In the era of Iron Curtain isolation, Erd}os, with his extraordinary a-

paity to disseminate problems and results, single-handedly maintained a

powerful hannel of ommuniation between a substantial part of the Hun-

garian mathematial ommunity and its western ounterparts.

Painful as it was for him to leave his many Hungarian friends and

prot�eg�es, inluding his hild prodigies, for a long period of time, he did

it one again in 1973.

In that year, the Bolyai Soiety elebrated his 60th birthday with a large

international onferene on \In�nite and Finite Sets" in Keszthely, Hungary.

The festive event was marred by the involuntary absene of Israeli mathe-

matiians, inluding invited speakers, friends and long-time ollaborators of

Erd}os.

Following Soviet ditate, Hungary had severed diplomati ties with Is-

rael after the 1967 Middle East war. In spite of petitions by members of

the Bolyai Soiety and the Aademy of Siene, the Hungarian government

denied entry visas to Israeli mathematiians. Privately, some oÆials would

ite \overriding foreign poliy interests" (i. e. Soviet sensitivities). Erd}os
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was not moved by the exuse. In protest, he stayed away from Hungary for

several years after the meeting.

At a onferene in Paris in July 1976, Vera S�os, by then a lose ollab-

orator of Erd}os, tearfully reported to him on the dramati deterioration of

her husband's health. Erd}os lifted his self-exile and returned to Budapest

for two weeks in August 1976 to see Tur�an. They talked at length for one

last time. The subjets, Erd}os realls, inluded prime numbers as well as

the (posthumous) publiation of the greatly revised and expanded English

edition of Tur�an's famous 1953 monograph on appliations of his power-sum

method [43℄, a projet Tur�an had been working on for two deades. Three

weeks later, the dear friend passed away.

Just as in his dealing with \Joe," Erd}os demonstrated his priniples and

resolve in his brush with \Sam"

20

. Following Mihael Golomb's letter [20℄

and Erd}os's own aount, here is the story of the inident that deprived the

U. S. mathematial ommunity of the presene of Erd}os for nine years, and

Erd}os of his last regular job and his permanent resident status in the U. S.

A member of the mathematis department of Notre Dame University

at the time, Erd}os wanted to attend the International Congress of Mathe-

matiians held in Amsterdam in 1954. As an alien, Erd}os needed a reentry

permit that would allow him to return to the U. S. In what should have been

a routine proess, Erd}os had to undergo lengthy questioning by an Immi-

gration oÆer. To the government's redit, Erd}os emphasizes their ourtesy

in sending the oÆer from Detroit to Notre Dame. The interview took plae

in the oÆe of Erd}os, the last oÆe he ever alled his own.

He learned that a �le had been ompiled on his orrespondene with

mathematiians outside the U. S., on his expressions of sympathy for various

auses, et. In partiular, the U. S. government knew about his orrespon-

dene with a person in Communist China (renowned number theorist Lo

Ken Hua). Erd}os had to answer suh questions as to whether he had read

works by Marx, Engels, Lenin, Stalin, and what he had thought of Marx.

Erd}os said that the only thing he had read was the Communist Manifesto,

and that although he was not ompetent to judge, he thought Marx learly

was a great man. He was also asked whether or not he would return to

Hungary if he ould asertain that they would let him out again. Erd}os's

response: \Of ourse, my mother lives there and I have many friends there."

Apparently these answers were deemed to hold menae to the seurity of

the land of the free. The reentry visa was denied to Erd}os. Still on Amerian

20

\Sam": Erd}oshese for the U. S.
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soil, Erd}os had the hoie between the seurity of his job at Notre Dame and

his freedom to travel. He hose the latter. In subsequent years, his requests

for a visitor's visa to attend onferenes in the U. S. were repeatedly turned

down exept for a \speial visa" he reeived in 1958 to attend an A.M. S.

meeting

21

in Colorado. He wrote to friends around 1962 that apparently

\U. S. foreign poliy is adamant on two points: non-admission of Red China

to the U.N. and non-admission of Paul Erd}os to the U. S."

In 1963, a friend wrote on his behalf to the Immigration Servie, asking to

reviews his ase. The government replied that Erd}os had joined \prosribed

organizations." With the help of Harold Davenport, Erd}os omposed a

response, the main point of whih was that the only organizations he had

joined were the Amerian and the British Civil Liberties Unions. His ase

was subsequently reviewed. He had to larify one remaining worrisome issue:

his ties to the Hungarian Aademy of Siene. Having given an apparently

satisfatory explanation for this grave question, Erd}os �nally was permitted

to return to the States. On his return, he informed his audienes: \Sam

�nally admitted me beause he thinks I am too old and derepit now to

overthrow him."

Meanwhile the \green ard" (U. S. permanent residene permit), whih

Erd}os had aquired in 1948, had expired. Erd}os never applied for another,

although this meant onsiderable inonveniene. To this date, as a Hungar-

ian itizen, he has to apply for a visa for his trips to the States; the visa

needs to be periodially renewed.

\It is a sad ommentary on our time and ountry that this man {

so totally immersed in sholarly work, so remote from the polit-

ial arena, a free spirit who lives by the highest moral standards

{ ould be harassed by bureaurats in high position whose duty

is to protet our freedoms." Mihael Golomb [20℄.

Linguistis and other random omments

G. was aptured in Hungary.

Paul Erd}os, of a brilliant young olleague

who found more than just mathematial

beauty during his one-year visit to the

Mathematial Institute in Budapest.

21

A.M. S.: Amerian Mathematial Soiety.
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His often mispronouned name is P�al (Paul) Erd}os, or Erd}os P�al in the

Hungarian order of family name - given name. His lose friends all him \E-

P," and those under sixty alternate in saying \E-P" or \Pali b�asi" [pron.

\paw-lee but-hee"℄, meaning Unle Paul.

The word \erd}os" means \wooded" and is not an unommon name in

Hungary. It is pronouned approximately like \air-dish" where the \i" in

\dish" sounds like that in \�rst." Note the pair of long aents on the \}o,"

often (even in Erd}os's own papers) by mistake or out of typographial nees-

sity replaed by \�o," the more familiar German Umlaut whih also exists in

Hungarian. (We salute Donald E. Knuth for inluding the long Hungarian

Umlaut among his international haraters in the T

E

X typesetting program;

its ode is \H{o}. Knuth's T

E

Xbook uses the name of Erd}os to illustrate

the use of the harater, Erd\H{o}s.)

Erd}os has done muh to onnet Hungarian mathematiians to the rest

of the world. At the same time, he has helped make Hungary an attra-

tive plae to visit if you work in number theory, ombinatoris, set theory,

onstrutive funtion theory, and probability theory, among other �elds.

Some of the major Amerian ollaborators of Erd}os feel as muh at home

at the Mathematial Institute in Budapest as at MIT or Bell Labs. Ron

Graham, Fan Chung, Joel Spener, Ralph Faudree, Tom Trotter, and many

other \honorary Hungarians" are thoroughly integrated into the ommu-

nity of Erd}os's Hungarian friends, down to the latest gossip. Spener and

Fred Galvin even learned Hungarian, no small feat, Hungarian being lin-

guistially unrelated to the Indo-European languages. The name of Erd}os

has attrated hundreds of Amerian youths to the Budapest Semesters in

Mathematis program during the last deade; the network of enthusiasti

\honorary Hungarians" was instrumental in suessfully launhing the pro-

gram in 1985.

Speaking of linguistis, a omment on \Erd}oshese," a dialet existing in

several languages may be in order. \How is the epsilon?", Erd}os would ask a

olleague, referring to a baby or a little hild. \Who are the new epsilons?",

he would ask his friends, inquiring about emerging mathematial talent (and

he would immediately invite those named, often high shool students, for

a mathematial onversation). \Who is preahing?", he inquires about the

name of the seminar speaker. \It's a pity P�osa died at suh a young age," he

laments the fat that at the age of 17, Lajos P�osa, his favorite hild prodigy

(alive and well to this date), was no longer as onsumed

22

with produing

22

While devoting himself to spreading the joy of mathematis among hildren, P�osa has
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onjetures and proofs as he was at 13. P�osa atually \ame bak" briey

at the age of 23 to publish another highly inuential paper (on Hamilton

yles in random graphs)

23

.

When Erd}os says someone \left us," he means the person passed away.

He says \noise" for musi and \poison" for alohol. \The Book" is the ol-

letion of the simplest, most brilliant proofs of all mathematial theorems

(possessed by God only, whether or not He/She

24

exists). Erd}os has always

had great appreiation for proofs that are \straight from the Book," him-

self having graed the mathematial literature with many gems that would

qualify.

Some elements of his language strike the outsider for their seeming gen-

der bias. He refers to women as \bosses" and men as \slaves." A \slave" may

be \aptured" (married) or \liberated" (divored). Those who know him

are not deeived by appearanes; they know that Erd}os is a genuine \equal

opportunity" friend and ollaborator who turns eagerly and with equal re-

spet to anyone oming his way with a mathematial question, regardless of

gender, religion, politial persuasion, or other irrelevant fators.

In his paper on hild prodigies [10℄, Erd}os tells this story. \Lov�asz and

P�osa, when they still went to high shool, one asked me why are there so few

girl mathematiians. I told them: suppose the slave hildren (boys) would

be brought up with the idea that, if they are very lever, the bosses (girls)

will not like them { would there be then many boys who do mathematis?

Both said: well, perhaps not so many."

I witnessed a striking ase of Erd}os's evenhandedness in his ollabo-

ration with Imre K�atai, a number theorist at E�otv�os University, muh of

whose work was inspired by early work of Erd}os on additive funtions.

K�atai emerged as a strong politial �gure at E�otv�os and beame dean of

the faulty of siene around 1970. In the bitter in�ghting that divided

the mathematial ommunity at E�otv�os from the mid-60s until the late 80s,

K�atai's poliies aused muh grief to several of Erd}os's friends. The los-

ing side inluded Tur�an, K�atai's former mentor. While Erd}os never shrank

from taking sides, modestly but learly, in this ontroversy, he ontinued to

work with K�atai all those years and visited his oÆe eah time he arrived

ontinued to reate mathematial gems but left most of them unpublished.

23

With unfailing memory, Erd}os points out that this aount misses their last joint

paper, written with Hajnal and appearing in the proeedings of Erd}os's 60th birthday

onferene at Keszthely.

24

One modern headahe not faing speakers of Hungarian is the gender of third person

pronouns; \he" and \she" are the same one-letter word \}o."
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in Budapest.

Perhaps the most arane element of Erd}oshese is \S. F.," the term Erd}os,

the agnosti, uses for God. \The S.F. stole my passport," and \I'll travel

one my old gets better, whih the S. F. saw �t to send me," he delares

his misfortunes. Introdued in Erd}os's voabulary in the early 40s, the

aronym stands for \supreme fasist," whose greatest o�ense perhaps is

his/her relutane to allow glimpses into the Book. \I don't mean to o�end

anyone. It is just an old joke of mine," Erd}os says.

Erd}os realls that he reognized our (his) mortality at 4, and never re-

overed from the shok. He has been omplaining of old age and stupidity

for the past half entury and has been ommemorating this proess with a

growing string of letters. The �rst four of these, \P.G.O.M.," for \poor

great old man," appear to have been around as long as his olleagues re-

member. Beginning with his age of 60, he has been adding a pair of letters

every �ve years. At 65 he beame \A.D." (an \arhaeologial disovery"),

at 75 \C.D." (\ounts dead," a reetion on the wise new rule adopted by

the Hungarian Aademy of Siene that members over 75 do not ount to-

ward the quota on seats in the learned body, an age limit that sine has been

redued to 70). He designed his epitaph: \Finally I am beoming stupider

no more

25

," but this really only works in Hungarian, where suh paramount

onepts as \he is beoming more stupid" are expressed by a single, short

word (\butul," pron. \boo-tool").

The making of disiples

Mathematiians beome Colleted Papers.

Paul Erd}os, paraphrasing his mother's

maxim

Joel Spener emphasizes that he onsiders himself not as a student but

as a disiple of Paul Erd}os. Five quite di�erent stories below may shed some

light upon how this happened over and again

26

.

Vera S�os

Vera S�os

27

does not really belong to the ategory of disiples. She should

25

V�egre nem butulok tov�abb.

26

The stories of Spener, Faudree and Chung are adapted from e-mail interviews on-

duted in summer, 1995.

27

Her last name is pronouned \show-sh".
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simply be alled a friend. Her friendship to Erd}os dates bak muh before

their ollaboration took o�.

The younger daughter of a shool teaher

28

, Vera S�os was a student of

Gallai

29

during the last four years of her studies at the Abonyi Street Jewish

High Shool in Budapest. Gallai enouraged her obvious gift for mathemat-

is. He gave her ollege texts to study (inluding the \little Knopp," the

same book Erd}os had studied with his father when he was in high shool

30

),

and introdued her to leading mathematiians Alfr�ed R�enyi and R�ozsa P�eter.

S�os graduated from high shool in 1948 and enrolled at E�otv�os Univer-

sity as a mathematis and physis major. In Deember, Gallai introdued

her to Erd}os. It wasn't until 1956, however, that S�os and Erd}os had their

�rst substantial mathematial onversations. Meanwhile S�os beame an in-

strutor at E�otv�os in 1950 (while still an undergraduate), graduated from

E�otv�os in 1952, enrolled in the graduate program and married Tur�an in

the same year. She gave birth to their �rst hild in 1953 (their seond was

born in 1960), and ompleted her graduate studies in omplex analysis un-

der Leopold Fej�er between 1952 and 1955 with all but a dissertation. She

studied various subjets (mostly analysis) with her olleague Tam�as K}ov�ari.

One day Tur�an returned from a trip to Poland with a graph theoreti prob-

lem of K. Zarankiewiz and the three analysts, K}ov�ari, S�os, and Tur�an \by

aident" beame the authors of a landmark paper in extremal graph the-

ory (1954). The Polish onnetion was the ause of another aident two

years later. On a visit to Poland S�os learned from Hugo Steinhaus about

a problem in diophantine approximation, onerning the behaviour of the

frational parts of the numbers n�, where � is an irrational number. It was

love at �rst sight. Sitting in a af�e in Krakow, S�os proved her �rst result on

the subjet, and went on, with great speed, to building a substantial body of

work around this onept, inluding her widely ited \3-distanes theorem"

(see e. g. Knuth: The Art of Computer Programming, Vol. 3, p. 511). The

results were more than suÆient for a thesis. Her Ph.D. was awarded the

same year. This subjet has remained her favorite to this date.

From 1957 on, Erd}os and Anyuka usually spent part of the summer at

28

Promoted to shool prinipal during the 1919 Commune, Vera S�os's father su�ered

the same fate as Erd}os's mother during the right-wing retaliation after the Commune's

fall (see the Time-line, 1920): he was fored to retire and supported his family by private

tutoring and as substitute teaher.

29

His former students rave about Gallai. Remarkably, Vera S�os was only one of three

girls in that (all-girls) lass who subsequently beame mathematiians.

30

See Time-line, 1929.
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a resort of the Hungarian Aademy of Siene in M�atrah�aza in the M�atra

mountains. Erd}os was always surrounded by mathematiians with whom he

enjoyed ollaborating simultaneously on di�erent subjets. The Tur�ans and

the R�enyis were among his frequent visitors at the hillside resort.

S�os did not atively pursue ombinatoris in those years. Nevertheless,

she was already one of the foremost experts in the area at E�otv�os. In 1961,

R�enyi initiated a urriulum reform at E�otv�os and suddenly there was room

for more mathematis teahing to freshmen. S�os, by then a senior assistant

professor, suggested that ombinatoris be inluded in the urriulum, and

she beame the leturer of the ourse for over two deades. Her �rst lass

inluded B�ela Bollob�as.

It was perhaps around this time that S�os got interested in delving more

deeply into ombinatoris. She began working together with Erd}os and

R�enyi in earnest in 1962 on a visit to M�atrah�aza. The result was a joint

paper on graphs of diameter two, whih appeared in 1966. A few years later

S�os introdued the onept of Ramsey{Tur�an-type problems and initiated a

ollaboration with Erd}os on the subjet. Their ground-breaking �rst paper

appeared in 1970 and was followed by a series of papers on the subjet a

deade later.

S�os's energy and her dediation to the auses of the mathematial om-

munity have been extraordinary. She is unequalled in the onstant attention

she has devoted to promising students. In 1965 she initiated and launhed

the famous weekly Hajnal{S�os seminar at the Mathematial Institute of the

Hungarian Aademy of Siene. For the past three deades, that seminar

has been a major forum for new results in ombinatoris, often made by

young mathematiians, inluding undergraduate students. It is still going

strong, even though Hajnal is absent. When in Budapest, Erd}os usually

attends the seminars, and not only to leture there.

Sine the mid sixties, S�os has been the driving fore behind the periodi

international onferenes in ombinatoris under the auspies of the Bolyai

Soiety. Hungary was then a meeting plae between East and West. Owing

largely to Erd}os's renown in the world, these onferenes were highly su-

essful, with large attendane by major ombinatorists from overseas in spite

of a total lak of funding. These meetings helped ombinatorists from the

Soviet blo, espeially Hungarians, build personal ontats with olleagues

world wide at a time when travel to the West was extremely limited. Also,

sale of the high quality onferene proeedings helped balane the books of

the Bolyai Soiety and allowed the Soiety to subsidize highly valued edu-

ational ativities. S�os, along with Hajnal, onstantly enouraged beginners
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to partiipate in the meetings. Presentations by one or two undergraduates

ourred nearly every time.

For over two deades, S�os has been one of Erd}os's hosts whenever he

visits Budapest. The two other prinipal hosts have been Andr�as Hajnal

and espeially Mikl�os Simonovits. S�os jokingly points out her handiap

ompared to her male olleagues; she unfortunately does not have the bene�t

of a helpful wife who would serve o�ee while she does mathematis with

Erd}os.

The mathematial ollaboration of S�os and Erd}os beame most intense

in the 80s. S�os, often with Simonovits, made several important oneptual

innovations during the 70s. She was later joined by Erd}os in exploring the

new onepts whih inlude Tur�an-Ramsey, anti-Ramsey, and strutural

intersetion problems. Sine '85 Erd}os and S�os have written a number of

joint papers with S�ark�ozy in additive number theory. To date, Erd}os and

S�os have nearly 30 joint papers.

Highly respeted for her work both in ombinatoris and in number the-

ory, by 1980, S�os had risen to the rank of full professor at E�otv�os university.

In 1985, she was eleted a member of the Hungarian Aademy of Siene

and, in 1995, a foreign member of the Austrian Aademy of Siene.

Andr�as Hajnal

In 1955, on his �rst visit to Soviet-dominated Hungary after seven years

of absene, Erd}os met set theorist G�eza Fodor at the lakeside vaation re-

sort of the Hungarian Aademy of Siene in Balatonvil�agos. Best known

for his fundamental theorem on regressive funtions

31

[18℄, Fodor, an assis-

tant professor in Szeged, beame Erd}os's �rst Hungarian ollaborator in set

theory.

A year later Erd}os visited Fodor in Szeged and met his \promising young

olleague" Andr�as Hajnal (then 25), a graduate student of logiian L�aszl�o

Kalm�ar. Learning Hajnal's thesis topi, Erd}os thought it was \too muh

logi" and asked Hajnal if he was also interested in normal set theory.

Lukily, through Fodor's inuene, Hajnal had already given thought to

a problem on independent sets of a new type of set mappings. Hajnal gen-

eralized a question, originally raised by Tur�an in the thirties, on whih both

Erd}os and Fodor had worked. The problem eletri�ed their, until then po-

lite, onversation. Then, as usual, Erd}os proposed limbing the stairs of the

tower of the loal athedral. (Szeged is situated in the plains, so limbing

31

After Solovay, Fodor's result is usually referred to as the \pressing-down lemma."
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mountain peaks was out of the question.) Half-way up, part of Hajnal's

problem was solved. They ontinued through dinner at the Kalm�ars. By

the time Erd}os left the next day, the foundations of a joint paper had been

laid

32

. After muh orrespondene, the paper, entitled \On the struture of

set-mappings" appeared in Ata Mathematia Hungaria in 1958.

There followed more than 50, often voluminous, joint papers by Erd}os

and Hajnal. They ontributed to shaping trans�nite ombinatoris, now

an integral part of set theory. Whenever it makes sense, Erd}os and Hajnal

investigate both the in�nite and the �nite versions of eah question.

In the late �fties and early sixties, whenever Erd}os was in Budapest,

Hajnal would visit two or three times a week for intensive ollaboration.

They would work in Anyuka's apartment, and Anyuka would serve o�ee,

keep Paul's papers in order, and leave the two mathematiians alone to

work.

Hajnal also often visited Erd}os in the M�atrah�aza resort of the Hungarian

Aademy of Siene. As a junior sientist, he was not able to stay overnight

at the resort, so he had to rent a room in the village. But he got \de-

ent meals" on the Aademy's premises, and had the pleasure of working

with Erd}os on set theory, simultaneously as Erd}os was working with other

mathematiians on di�erent subjets [23℄.

While beoming the number one ollaborator of Erd}os, Hajnal also had

the energy and devotion to serve the mathematial ommunity in many

ways.

As a professor at E�otv�os University, he was very suessful in populariz-

ing set theory. His highly tehnial letures were often attended by as many

as 60 students.

In winter, 1965, fresh from a year's visit with Tarski at Berkeley, whih

Erd}os had arranged, Hajnal assumed responsibility for an innovative part

of the mathematis urriulum at Fazekas High Shool to the lass that

inluded Lov�asz and P�osa

33

. The same month, he joined Vera S�os in estab-

lishing their famous ombinatoris seminar.

Hajnal beame a senior researher and later the diretor of the Mathe-

matial Institute of the Hungarian Aademy of Siene. At the same time

he was eleted to the oÆe of General Seretary and later President of the

Bolyai Mathematial Soiety. Subsequently he beame professor of math-
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A lively and detailed desription of the events of that day is given by Hajnal in [23℄.
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See the \Child prodigies" setion.
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ematis at Rutgers University and the diretor of the DIMACS

34

researh

enter loated at Rutgers.

One in a while, Hajnal would take a break and, leaving his oÆial duties

behind, he would join Erd}os and Anyuka for three or four days in M�atrah�aza.

Having ahieved the requisite seniority, he would now stay inside the shrine.

Oasionally he would bring his family along.

Whatever Hajnal's oÆe, his oÆe, telephone, desk, seretaries, and

students would automatially belong to Erd}os on Pali b�asi's inreasingly

frequent visits to Budapest. It seems likely that the same senario now

unfolds at Rutgers (with the possible exeption of the status of the omputer

terminal).

Hajnal says he thought Erd}os was quite old already in 1956 and often

alls him Unle Paul.

Their �rst joint paper beame notorious for a gross oversight. A ombi-

nation of two results proved in the paper easily imply that the �rst strongly

inaessible ardinal annot be measurable. However, the oauthors did not

observe this until after Tarski, building on results of Hanf, had given his

own proof of this basi fat of the theory of large ardinals (1962) (f. [23℄).

\The Tarski-Hanf proof was better, it reahed farther," omments Erd}os in

1995.

Joel Spener

Joel Spener left Harvard in 1967 with all but a dissertation. He was at

Bell Laboratories in 67-68 and heard muh about Erd}os from Ron Graham

and others. Spener ontinued in '68 at Rand Corporation in Santa Monia,

California, near UCLA, a frequent stop of Erd}os, who had been working

there with Ernst Straus, Theodore Motzkin, and others. Spener saw Erd}os

sometime around then at a onferene, but if they spoke, it was only a few

words.

Then in 1969, Spener managed to show that any tournament has a

ranking with \�t" at least n

3=2

, resolving a question of Erd}os. The two

met at a hotel near the UCLA ampus where Erd}os was staying. Erd}os

immediately reognized how the method would apply to disrepanies in

olorings. The results ended up as two papers in Networks in 1972, one by

Spener alone, the other as his �rst joint paper with Erd}os. These results

beome the ore of his dissertation, whih Spener ompleted in 1970.

\By April 1970 my ontat with Paul and my ourage were suÆient

that we invited him to our apartment for what is for me a most memorable
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DIMACS: Center for Disrete Mathematis and Computer Siene.
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`�ve generation' dinner. Paul's mother and Paul were there as was Ray

Fulkerson and then Maryann and I and then David in utero, and thus I'm

quite sure of that date!", Spener realls.

\About when I �nished the dissertation I asked Paul if we ould write a

book together on the probabilisti method. Looking bak I an't understand

how I had the audaity to ask. To my delight and surprise Paul said yes.

At that time the general ombinatorial audiene liked Paul's results in this

area very muh but he was really a `voie in the wilderness', there were very

few others working on probabilisti methods, it was like a magial idea.

\The book took about two years [to write℄. Basially the writing was

all mine and the theorems (with a ouple of exeptions) were Paul's. Paul

would bring up an area and point out the key results and the interesting

open problems and I'd try to write them down."

\Probabilisti Methods in Combinatoris" appeared in 1974 and was an

instant suess. At the same time, Spener undertook the editing of the

seleted works of Erd}os in �nite ombinatoris. The volume appeared in 1973

under the �tting title \The Art of Counting" [11℄ and beame an invaluable

referene. Unfortunately, it has been out of print for over a deade.

This e�ort put Spener in ontat with many Hungarian mathematiians.

For instane, he obtained a foreword to \The Art of Counting" from Tur�an.

\I felt even before I got to know many Hungarians (besides Paul) that I was

working on `Hungarian mathematis'."

Spener �rst visited Hungary in 1973 on the oasion of the onferene

in Keszthely elebrating Erd}os's 60th birthday. Spener returned with his

family for a full aademi year, 1975-76, on a National Siene Foundation

exhange. His son David was in �rst grade at the British Embassy shool

and his daughter Danielle went to a Frenh nursery shool. By the end of

the aademi year Spener surprised his friends with seminar letures in u-

ent Hungarian (spied with some lovely terminologial innovations). For an

Amerian with family, spending a year in a Soviet-blo ountry must have

been a big deision. \By '76, the urtain had lifted a little for mathemati-

ians but not by muh. As for why we went: going `behind the Iron Curtain'

was ertainly an exiting adventure but the main thing was Budapest being,

for me, a mathematial Mea. As indeed it was."

Spener visited again for three months in '83 and made many other

visits of shorter duration. These trips did not serve to see Erd}os who was

not in Hungary partiularly more often than he was anywhere else. Erd}os

frequently visited Stony Brook, Spener's hometown from 1975, and often

stayed at Spener's home. \Generally those visits were quite short, a ouple
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of days at a time. We've met in many other plaes. Budapest ertainly, also

New Jersey frequently, and at many, many meetings, suh as Boa Raton

35

."

Ralph Faudree

An aomplished group theorist with some interest but little experiene

in ombinatoris, Faudree was alerted by olleagues at Vanderbilt Univer-

sity that Paul Erd}os was there, \as well as a young mathematiian by the

name of Lov�asz." So Faudree, then an assoiate professor at Memphis State

University, took to the road and drove 200 miles to Nashville to hear the

P.G.O.M.

At the evening party he showed Erd}os a paper he had just ompleted

with Rihard Shelp on Ramsey numbers of pairs of yles (his �rst paper

outside group theory). Erd}os glaned over the paper and said, \Maybe I

ould ome to Memphis for a visit and we ould do some mathematis."

Faudree \oated all of the way bak to Memphis" after this remark; it

marked the beginning of a long friendship and ollaboration in generalized

Ramsey theory.

\One interesting inident that happened that �rst evening was that there

was a table-tennis table at the house and Paul was playing and beating

various people. I asked to play him a game, and he remarked that it was

late but he ould play one game, whih we did. He lost, and being the

ompetitive person that he is, he suggested that we play another game, et.

\This was a banner day for me, I met Paul Erd}os, he read my mathe-

matis, we took the �rst step on a long friendship, and I beat him in table

tennis."

Erd}os paid his �rst visit to Memphis a year later. The result was his �rst

joint paper with the Memphis trio of Faudree, Shelp, and Ceil Rousseau

on multiolor Ramsey problems (Journal of Combinatorial Theory, 1976).

Having found his home in ombinatoris, Faudree never returned to the

theory of groups.

Erd}os beame an Adjunt Professor at Memphis State University (now

University of Memphis) in 1975 stipulating that he visit for one week eah

year. Typially, he visits several times a year and spends over a month in

Memphis, mostly as a house-guest of the Faudree family. There is a bedroom

for his use in the Faudrees' home, where he also leaves some of his things

while away. \My hildren grew up with Unle Paul," Faudree says with

a�etion.
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Boa Raton, Florida: frequent venue of an annual ombinatoris onferene featuring

Erd}os eah year among its invited speakers. See Time-line, 1970.
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Like Spener, Faudree �rst visited Hungary for the 1973 onferene in

honor of Erd}os's birthday (whih, inidentally, was haired by Hajnal; this

author served as the seretary of the organizing ommittee). With plenty

of enouragement from Erd}os, Faudree deided to spend the aademi year

1980-81 in Budapest with his family.

\Paul was very areful to see that his friends in Budapest `took are of

me,' whih they ertainly did. My daughters were 12 and 13. It was a great

trip for the entire family. The girls attended the U. S. Embassy shool. Also,

they went to an after shool language program with Hungarian students.

With the publi transportation and the safe streets, they had the freedom

to travel all over the ity by themselves, they took ballet, and violin lessons

et. on their own." The entire family enjoyed the experiene and returned

for another aademi year in 1990.

By now, Faudree has over 35 joint papers with Erd}os, and the number

is growing. \Paul Erd}os is my ombinatorial mentor. I had no formal

eduation in ombinatoris. I barely knew what a graph was when I met

Paul, and I ertainly knew nothing about asymptoti results, probabilisti

tehniques, et. As he has done so often with many people, he took me as

a young mathematiian under his wing { he taught me and introdued me

to other ative researhers. I an now ask better questions and have more

mathematial tools and tehniques beause of the exposure to Paul.

\He omes to my house not just as a mathematiian but as a friend

of the family. We have elebrated Erd}os's `birthday wakes'

36

many times

in Memphis and also in Budapest. My family knows that they have had

the opportunity to know in a loseup and personal way a person of truly

exeptional ability and an interesting harater, but also suh a deent and

kind human being."

Fan R. K. Chung

Fan Chung missed that famous 1973 onferene. She reeived her undergrad-

uate degree in Taiwan in 1970 and her Ph.D. at the University of Pennsylva-

nia four years later. Working in Ramsey theory under the diretion of Herb

Wilf, she heard muh about Paul Erd}os during her student years. But she

did not meet Erd}os until she joined the group of mathematiians headed by

Ron Graham at Bell Laboratories in Murray Hill, N. J. in 1974, right after

graduation. By then, Graham was one of Erd}os's losest assoiates in the

U. S., and Bell Labs beame one of Erd}os's frequent stops. Energeti and
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Birthday wakes: Erd}os's joke reeting his dim view on aging.
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ambitious, Chung did not hesitate to seize the opportunity. She reminises

of their early, and partiularly ative, years of ollaboration:

\It was wonderful to work with Paul. He just kept asking questions and

pushing the limit of what an be done. His questions serve as a guide whih

usually leads to the right diretions. Even when I thought that we have

found the answers to the questions and perhaps deserved a rest, Paul would

not stop and raised new questions. It was partiularly nie when we worked

on unavoidable hypergraphs as Paul's intuition ut through the ompliated

problems. We still have a big folder with many unresolved questions on this

topi. There is no doubt that Paul asserted a great deal of inuene on that

stage of my researh. Just like the style of Paul in playing the game Go,

Paul enjoys battles in lose range in mathematis as well."

In a major event of U. S. orporate history, Bell Telephone Company was

split up in 1983. Bellore, a ounterpart to AT&T Bell Laboratories was

established to serve the basi researh needs of the regional Bell servie om-

panies. Chung beame the founding manager of the Disrete Mathematis

researh group at Bellore while Graham stayed with AT&T.

Soon after the orporate divore, Graham and Chung married and re-

ated a \permanent" home for Paul Erd}os in New Jersey. In 1989 they made

a major improvement to their home, adding a separate \Erd}os Room" to it.

\When Paul is in town, it is essential to arrange for Paul-sitting. In

other words, Paul enjoys to be onstantly surrounded by mathematiians.

In fat, it is more than an enjoyment; it is a neessity. Usually, Paul stays

with us when he is around. So we have a stream of mathematiians oming

and going, talking and writing.

\Paul enjoyed talking to my daughter Laura before I put her to bed when

she was an epsilon. We also enjoy playing ping-pong. He is surprisingly good

at it, he has an exellent bloking instint whih translates to good defense.

Most people know that Ron
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is very good at ping-pong but they don't know

the story behind it. Many years ago when Ron �rst played ping-pong with

Paul, Ron lost. After that defeat, Ron got serious at ping-pong and beame

New Jersey Champion. He still plays with Paul, giving him a handiap."
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Graham's physique is just the opposite of Erd}os's. Six-foot-two tall, athleti, he does

triple somersaults forward and bakward on the trampoline (there is one in his home).

He was California State hampion in 1960 and performed briey in a irus trio alled

Bouning Bears. He juggles six balls and loves to teah mathematiians to juggle (f. [5℄).

He has several apprenties among Hungarian ombinatorists. The foremost one, P�eter

Frankl, a powerful and proli� mathematiian onversant in seven languages, juggles seven

balls, and makes the greater part of his living performing for Tokyo's street rowds.
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Chung quikly moved up the Bellore hierarhy and at the same time

beame a leader in the graph theory ommunity; for �ve years, she was the

Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Graph Theory. After holding visiting pro-

fessorships at Prineton and Harvard, she left Bellore in 1994 and settled at

her alma mater, the University of Pennsylvania, as a distinguished professor.

The \Erd}os Room" may no longer be as frequently used as originally

intended. Graham mentions that due to his and Chung's frequent travels,

Erd}os, when visiting New Jersey, now often stays with C.U.N.Y. professor

Melvyn Nathanson. This, however, has beome more ompliated lately

sine Nathanson has two small and energeti hildren.

Historial bakground: pre{WWI

Paul Erd}os was born in Budapest, Hungary, on Marh 26, 1913. Within

a year and a half, the world erupted in ames. For the bigger part of

this entury, a grim history was a determinant fator of the destinies of the

millions in Central and Eastern Europe. Jewish desent was soon to beome

a ause for humiliation, and for physial annihilation a quarter of a entury

later.

Erd}os grew up in that world, so a brief historial bakground seems to

be in order before we turn to our time-line, an aount of random events

and enounters that shaped the path of Erd}os and the legends around him.

In a few setions to follow, we summarize some of the relevant events in the

history of Hungary, Hungarian Jews, and mathematis in Hungary.

The Habsburg Empire was transformed into the \dual monarhy" of

Austria-Hungary in the Ausgleih (Compromise) of 1867 between emperor

Franz Josef and Hungarian politiians. After enturies of Austrian domi-

nation, a Hungarian government was set up, independent of Austria in all

matters exept foreign poliy, defense, and \joint �nanes." A third of a en-

tury of unpreedented growth ensued, belatedly but rapidly ushering in the

age of apitalism to Hungary. At the same time, politial power remained in

the hands of the traditional aristorati-gentry lasses, who were insensitive

to the grave soial problems of the ountry and hostile to the aspirations for

self-determination of the non-Hungarian minorities within Hungary (nearly

half the population).

It was during this era that Budapest grew into the busy and inviting

metropolis that we now know, a \little Paris on the Danube."

One of the �rst ats of the liberal government of 1867 was the full eman-
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ipation of the Jews, opening up all \ivi and politial funtions" to them.

Hungarian Jewry, growing rapidly after the Ausgleih and numbering about

900,000 at the time of the 1910 ensus, responded with enthusiasm and

went on to make immense ontributions to Hungary's progress and mod-

ernization, inluding ommere, banking, the development of ompetitive

modern industries, the professions, as well as to all aspets of intelletual

life { sienes, literature, performing arts. The Jewish ontribution to the

mathematial ulture of Hungary was partiularly eminent

38

.

The Jewish assimilation movement, whose roots an be traed as far bak

as 1844, gained strong momentum after the emanipation at of 1867. It was

wholeheartedly embraed by the Neolog (reformist) majority of the Jewish

ommunity in Hungary, espeially in Budapest and within the boundaries

of what ame to be de�ned as Hungary under Trianon

39

.

During this \Golden Era" of Hungarian Jewry, the overwhelming major-

ity of the Jews of multinational and multilingual pre-WWI Hungary adopted

Hungarian as their language of ommuniation. Many (inluding Erd}os's fa-

ther) hanged their German-sounding names to Hungarian ones and aban-

doned Jewish ustoms. Many Jewish ommunity leaders beame ardent

patriots, supporters of Hungarian nationalisti aspirations.

K�oMaL: the Mathematial and Physial Monthly for Se-

ondary Shools

It was love at �rst sight.

L�aszl�o Lov�asz about K�oMaL whih he

�rst saw as an 8th-grader in 1962

In a remarkable display of vision, dediation, and leadership, high-shool

teaher D�aniel Arany (1863 - 1945) foundedK�oz�episkolai Matematikai Lapok,

a high shool mathematial monthly. We shall refer to the journal as

K�oMaL, its urrently popular aronym. K�oMaL is a unique forum that

invites mathematially gifted high shool students to an ongoing reative

problem solving ompetition. Students send their solutions to the editor by

mail every month. The solutions are graded by dediated volunteers. The

best solutions are printed in the journal and redited to the solver, and all

solvers are listed.
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Cf. in partiular the next setion.
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The urrent boundaries of Hungary were de�ned by the Trianon peae treaties after

WWI. Cf. the setion \Peae �a la Versailles."
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In 1896, high shool teaher L�aszl�o R�atz (1863-1930) took over

40

as hief

editor; Arany ontinued to ontribute enthusiastially. In 1904, a physis

setion was added to the journal.

The publiation of K�oMaL was interrupted by WWI with the drafting

of R�atz to ombat duty. It resumed in 1925 (with physis added to the title

of the journal), under the energeti and resoureful editorship of another

dediated teaher, Andor Farag�o (1877-1944), a friend of Erd}os's parents

from their ollege years. Sine 1926, K�oMaL has been publishing the photos

of its most suessful problem solvers every year.

Farag�o remained the editor until 1939 when the journal was shut down

again, to resume in 1947 under J�anos Sur�anyi, a friend and ollaborator

41

of Erd}os.

K�oMaL has nurtured mathematial talent and shaped the ommunity of

young mathematiians for over a entury. Through the journal, generations

of eager youths have learned eah other's names, appreiated eah other's

thoughts, and mathed their prowess in a ommon pursuit. The journal,

and the ommunity onstantly building around it, has often been given a

large share of redit for Hungary's suess in mathematis [31, 32℄.

Erd}os was a diligent problem solver, his photo appearing eah of his high

shool years (1927 to 1930). Other devoted problem solvers inlude Tibor

Gallai (Gr�unwald), Gy�orgy (George) Szekeres, Eszter Klein, P�al Tur�an, and

M�arta Wahsberger. These are just a few of the peers of whom Erd}os learned

through K�oMaL, and who subsequently beame his lifelong friends.

Tur�an, three years Erd}os's senior, �rst met Erd}os in 1930 at P�azm�any

(now E�otv�os) University in Budapest when Erd}os was a freshman. But, as

Tur�an realls with pride [41℄, their �rst \joint work" appeared in print two

or three years earlier; it was a solution to a K�oMaL problem whih they

both had found (and whih no one else did).

Ever sine graduation, Erd}os has remained faithful to the journal. He

proposes problems, writes artiles. In the entennial issue of K�oMaL [31,

1993/10, p.486℄, L�aszl�o Lov�asz realls:
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At the beginning of WWI, the high shool lasses of R�atz inluded 11-year-old John

von Neumann and 12-year-old Eugene Wigner. Half a entury later they remembered

R�atz as a \miraulous" teaher [32, pp. 20-22℄.
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The �rst serious mathematial reading of this author (at 16) was the enhanting

\Seleted Topis in Number Theory" by Erd}os and Sur�anyi, opening up for him the

delightful world of big-O's, log log-s, onjetures, asymptoti upper and lower bounds and

the tantalizing gaps between them . . . After four deades, an English edition is �nally

forthoming [16℄.
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\K�oMaL was muh more than a ompetition. In one of the �rst

issues I got in my hand, there was an artile by Paul Erd}os on

ombinatorial geometry. I was surprised and exited to learn

that I ould understand what great mathematiians think about

and how many beautiful and hard unsolved problems one an

see just looking around, even in a lassial �eld like geometry."

[Lov�asz was an eighth-grader at the time.℄ \I read the artile

at least twenty times. The artiles and letures of Erd}os still

have this mesmerizing e�et on their audienes. I am grateful to

K�oMaL for onveying this to a wide irle of students."

Hungarian emigr�es, formerly enthusiasti K�oMaL aÆliates, have made vari-

ous attempts to plant the seeds in di�erent parts of the world. Martha Sved

(Wahsberger) reports in the entennial issue of K�oMaL [31, 1994/4, p.154℄:

\Both Esther [Klein℄ and I were regular problem solvers of K�oMaL.

. . .My husband George Sv�ed (Shossberger) was unaware of Farag�o's

journal, the mathematis teaher in their shool did not promote

it, but he won the E�otv�os ompetition in 1928. We have been

living in Australia for nearly �fty years with George Szekeres and

his wife Esther Klein. We have been trying to produe a similar

mathematis journal here for the students. Within a more mod-

est framework we have sueeded. Sine the distanes are very

large here, eah state now has their own journal: `Parabola' in

New South Wales, `Trigon' in Southern Australia."

George Berzsenyi has been tireless at nurturing young mathematial tal-

ent in the U. S. via a number of programs suh as the U. S.A. Mathematial

Talent Searh, COMAP (Consortium for Mathematis and Its Appliations)

and its newsletter, \Consortium" [8℄, and the high shool mathematis and

physis journal \Quantum," an adaptation of the Russian \Kvant." In

his reent venture \Mathematis and Informatis Quarterly," resembling

the format and ontents of K�oMaL and edited jointly with the Bulgarian

Aademy of Sienes, Berzsenyi reets on the 100-year history of K�oMaL

in his Editorial [33, 3/94, pp. 103-105℄.

\It is my hope that we will all be enouraged by the example of

this small ountry's unbelievable suess, not just in mathemat-

is, but in all �elds of siene and engineering. . . . there is an edi-

torial board of outstanding mathematiians in harge of K�oMaL;
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sine most of them grew up on K�oMaL

42

, they willingly devote

muh time and attention to its ontinued exellene. . . .With

the M&IQ we hope to internationalize the example given by

K�oMaL."

It is a tragi note to Hungarian history that Andor Farag�o, this seless

and singularly e�etive ontributor to one of the prized and long lasting

intelletual assets of the nation, perished

43

, together with his two sons, under

abominable irumstanes at the hands of Nyilas (Hungarian Nazi) gangs in

1944. Arany, the founder of K�oMaL, was fored into the Ghetto in 1944, at

whih point he donated his valuable library to the University. He survived

the perseution and the war, but only by a few months, for he died shortly

after liberation.

Historial bakground: peae �a la Versailles

You may do as you wish but I will remain the way I

was born.

Six-year-old Paul Erd}os on his mother's

suggestion to get baptized in order to

avoid perseution.

The bakdrop to the experiene of Erd}os in his hildhood and early youth

was the aftermath of World War I.

More devastating to Hungary than the ravages of the lost war was the

subsequent peae treaty. After the war, Austria-Hungary disintegrated. The

independent Hungarian Republi, delared in Otober 1918, faed internal

haos and foreign invasion. The short-sightedness of the Western powers

ontributed to the ollapse of the progressive demorati-soialist K�arolyi

government, tossing the ountry into the hands of extreme radial regimes.

Communists took over from K�arolyi on Marh 21, 1919 and delared

the \Hungarian Commune,"

44

modeled after Soviet Russia. The Commune
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Emphasis mine { L. B.
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No photo of Farag�o ould be loated for the entennial issue of K�oMaL. This is

espeially ironi for the man who reated the invaluable photo arhive that preserved

high-shool age photos of Erd}os and his olleagues for posterity.
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The oÆial name was \Hungarian Counil Republi," the word \Counil" being the

translation of the Russian word \Soviet" whih refers to the workers' and peasants' ounils

ostensibly holding all power.
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lasted 133 days and ollapsed on August 2, 1919. Rumanian troops oupied

and looted the ountry.

The short-lived Commune's ats ranged from the seularization of edu-

ation and the separation of hurh and state (assisted by a good number

of outstanding intelletuals of the ountry) to nationalization of the eon-

omy and ulture to \Red Terror," the bloody suppression of opposition to

their insensitive dotrinaire Marxist regime. The subsequent \White Ter-

ror" \dwarfed in feroity and magnitude the Red exesses" [4, Vol.1,p.16℄.

Death squads roamed the ountry slaughtering leftists and their alleged sym-

pathizers, inluding a disproportionate number of Jews. Anti-Semitism was

on a sharp rise.

The peae treaty signed on June 4, 1920 in the Trianon palae in Ver-

sailles redued histori Hungary to less than a third of its territory. Two-

thirds of its population, inluding a third of its ethni Hungarians, ame

under the rule of the suessor states.

45

The publi in redued Hungary reated with despair and extreme na-

tionalism. Jews beame the sapegoats.

Erd}os says he \never ared about being Jewish." This statement, strange

to the ears of many in our age of herished traditions and roots, is onsistent

with the assimilation movement of the \Golden Era."

If many Hungarian Jews wanted to be like everyone else in the ountry,

post-WWI soiety harshly reminded them that they were not. Perpetrated

by \fraternal assoiations" (\bajt�arsi egyes�uletek"), from 1920 on Jews were

regularly beaten at the universities. Even in the streets, Jews were frequently

assaulted after the fall of the Commune. Erd}os and his mother witnessed

suh senes from the balony of their 5th oor apartment

46

. One day his

mother asked Paul whether they should perhaps get baptized to avoid suh

atroities. \You may do as you wish but I will remain the way I was born,"

the six year old replied.

45

The main bene�iaries were newly reated Czehoslovakia and Yugoslavia and a

greatly enlarged Romania. Ats of ethni intolerane by the new masters began even

before the onlusion of the peae treaties and inluded the expulsion from (greater)

Romania in the summer and autumn of 1919 of the entire ethni Hungarian faulty of

the University of Kolozsv�ar (Cluj). Kolozsv�ar's was one of the foremost universities of

pre-war Hungary. Its mathematis faulty had inluded Leopold Fej�er, Frederik Riesz

and Alfr�ed Haar, textbook names today. Similar was the fate of Elisabeth University,

Pozsony (Bratislava, Slovakia). Muh of the refugee faulty, inluding Riesz and Haar,

subsequently settled in the ity of Szeged and reated a world lass university there in

1921.
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14 K�alv�aria t�er, Budapest.
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The \Numerus Clausus" law, enated in September 1920, limited Jewish

admissions to universities at 6%. It was the �rst major anti-Jewish legisla-

tion in post-WWI Europe. The infamous law was somewhat relaxed in 1928.

As a result, Erd}os, Gallai, Tur�an, and other winners of national ompetitions

were allowed to enter the university without examination. (However, their

admission triggered a �ere ampaign from extreme right-wing newspapers.)

Anonymous

L.A. is studying Jordan's theorem.

Paul Erd}os, informing his friends that an-

other friend, L�aszl�o Alp�ar, ative in an

underground organization, had been ar-

rested and was observing the di�erene

between the interior and the exterior of

the wall of a jail ell.

There is a pituresque astle in Budapest's City Park. In the ourtyard

of the astle sits the hooded bronze statue of Anonymous, hroniler of the

Hungarian kings of the late 12th entury.

In summers in the early '30s, the statue ofAnonymous beame the weekly

gathering plae of a lose irle of remarkable young mathematiians, fore-

most among them Erd}os, Gallai, and Tur�an. Largely the same group made

exursions every Sunday, year-round, in the harming hills around Budapest.

In this irle, \friendships were forged whih beame the most lasting that

I have ever known and whih outlived the upheavals of the thirties, a vi-

ious world war and our sattering to the four orners of the world," writes

George Szekeres, then a student of hemial engineering and budding math-

ematiian, in his \Reminisenes" [37℄, a foreword to the seleted papers of

Erd}os [11℄. In another forword [41℄, Tur�an testi�es: \The main subjet of

onversations was mathematis; sine Gallai and Erd}os attended the graph

theoreti letures of D�enes K�onig, graph theory was disussed often."

Szekeres o�ers a warm and lively aount of the mathematial exitement

generated within this irle of mostly Jewish students, to whom soiety had

o�ered the bleakest of prospets, humiliation, fear, and ertainly no hope of

aademi employment. Szekeres desribes how, through interation within

the Anonymous group, Erd}os reahed what seems, by all aounts, a deisive

stage in his ombinatorial studies.
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Around 1932, Esther Klein proposed a urious problem in plane geome-

try: among any �ve points in the plane, there are four that form a onvex

quadrilateral. With Erd}os, they immediately generalized the problem to

n-gons. Szekeres, exited by the problem as well as by its originator, made

a great e�ort to be the �rst to solve it. He sueeded after a few weeks,

ombining Klein's observation with Ramsey's Theorem, whih he had redis-

overed for the oasion. Erd}os then found a diret proof, yielding a more

realisti bound. The two proofs were ombined in a now lassi paper by

Erd}os and Szekeres whih appeared in 1935 in the Compositio Mathemat-

ia. (Erd}os realls the name of the editor, Reinhold Baer, handling the

paper.) Finally, Szekeres married Klein in 1936, hene the phrase \Happy

End Problem," oined by Erd}os.

Although disovered by Ramsey and redisovered by Szekeres, it was

Erd}os who realized the vast domain behind Ramsey's theorem, waiting to

be explored. An area ritial to both �nite and trans�nite ombinatoris,

Ramsey Theory has been one of the major reations of Paul Erd}os. At

the same time, the Happy End Problem also seems to have triggered an-

other insight of Erd}os, the reognition of how muh ombinatoris there is

in disrete geometry, a disovery that has given new life and diretion to

elementary geometry.

Historial bakground: the Holoaust in Hungary

. . . on the very eve of triumph over the barbarism . . .

President Roosevelt on Marh 24, 1944,

warning of the imminent annihilation of

Hungarian Jewry, just a year away from

Allied vitory, in the wake of the German

invasion of Hungary.

In WWII, Hungary fought on Hitler's side. Paradoxially, this irum-

stane o�ered some temporary protetion to Hungarian Jews. Inreasingly

oppressive laws limited their employment, the men were drafted to \labour

servie ompanies" where they were often subjeted to abuse, but the en

masse deportations to Aushwitz and the death marhes had to wait a few

years.

Hitler's \Final Solution" aught up with Hungarian Jewry on Marh

19, 1944, when the Third Reih felt ompelled to take diret ontrol of

Hungary, an ally, by unopposed invasion. With the invading fore arrived
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Adolf Eihmann and his metiulous sta�, and within four months, virtually

the entire Jewish population of Hungary outside Budapest, nearly half a

million people

47

, were on their way to the gas hambers. The barbarity and

speed of the destrution of the Jewry of the Hungarian provines has been

haraterized by Churhill

48

as \probably the greatest and most horrible

rime ever ommitted in the history of the world"[4, Vol.2, p. 1111℄.

Although the systemati death transports failed to reah Budapest Jewry,

the losses in the apital, too, were staggering. The Nyilas (Arrow-ross,

Hungarian Nazi) oup of Otober 15, 1944, unleashed an unheked ter-

ror of sadisti Nyilas gangs, tormenting and buthering tens of thousands

of Jews in the town or on westward death marhes. By the ombination

of mirale, logisti problems, the progress of war, as well as the heroism

and unning of Swedish diplomat Raoul Wallenberg, the bigger part of the

246,000 Jews of Budapest

49

, about 144,000 people, survived. Exluding the

USSR, it beame by far the largest Jewish ommunity in postwar Europe.

Advaning Soviet troops enirled the apital by the end of Deember

and liberated Pest

50

, inluding the Ghetto, on January 17, and Buda on

February 13. By then, over 100,000, or 40%, of Budapest Jews had been

murdered. In the ountryside of Trianon Hungary as well as in the eded

areas, the loss was over 80%.

Among those who perished were: four out of �ve siblings of Erd}os's

mother and the husband of her only surviving sister; several of Erd}os's lose

47

The Jewish population of the Hungarian ountryside at the beginning of the German

oupation was 530,000. This inludes the areas outside Trianon Hungary eded to the

ountry in 1938-40. Between May 15 and July 8, 1944, 440,000 of these people, or 83%,

were deported to Aushwitz. Many lose relatives of Erd}os lived in the eded areas.

48

Churhill's strong words and Roosevelt's similar statements should be ontrasted with

their governments' allousness towards the plight of European Jews during the war. Al-

though aurately informed by mid-1942 from multiple orroborated reports of the realities

of Aushwitz, the Allies did nothing to frustrate the Nazi genoide mahine, not even ex-

tending a helping hand to those trying to ee. The British stuk to the end to their 1939

\White Paper" that limited immigration to Palestine to 75,000 during 1939-44. The U .S.,

too, steadfastly refused to liberalize their immigration poliies. The Allies onsistently re-

jeted any resue shemes plaed before them. A report entitled \. . . on the Aquiesene

of This Government in the Murder of the Jews," was presented by the U. S. Treasury

Department to President Roosevelt on January 16, 1944. The President was \shoked,"

yet the ination largely ontinued. The Allies resolutely refused suggestions to bomb the

rail lines leading to Aushwitz and the rematoria even in summer, 1944, at a time when

they arried out massive air strikes on fatory areas near Aushwitz. [4, pp. 1095-1118℄.

49

The �gures are based on [4, vol. 2, p. 607 and pp. 1143-1144℄. The numbers refer to

those identi�ed as raial Jews under the anti-Semiti legislation of 1941.

50

Pest: the part of Budapest to the East of the Danube river. The other part is Buda.
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friends, inluding G�eza Gr�unwald and Dezs}o L�az�ar, promising young math-

ematiians from the Anonymous group; and tireless K�oMaL editor Andor

Farag�o with his sons. D�enes K�onig, who had introdued Erd}os and the

world to graph theory [27℄, ommitted suiide when ordered by the janitor

to move to the Ghetto.

Parents and grandparents of Paul Erd}os

We prefae our Erd}os hronology with some family history.

Erd}os's paternal grandfather was a shool teaher in the town of H�odmez}o-

v�as�arhely, Hungary, and died in 1914. Erd}os's paternal grandmother died

two years later. They had four sons; one of them was killed in ation in

WWI.

Erd}os's maternal grandfather owned a small shop in V�agbesztere, Hun-

gary [Pova�zsk�a Bystria, Slovakia℄. He died at a young age in 1905. Erd}os's

maternal grandmother, the only grandparent with whom Erd}os had any

ontat, lived in V�agbesztere/Pova�zsk�a Bystria until her death in 1944.

Four of their six hildren were murdered by the Nazis.

Erd}os's father, Lajos Erd}os (born Lajos Engl�ander), was born in H�odmez}o-

v�as�arhely, January 30, 1879, and died in Budapest, August 1942.

Erd}os's mother, Anna Wilhelm was born in V�agbesztere, July 6, 1880,

and died in Calgary, Canada, January 1971.

Married in 1905, both of Erd}os's parents were high shool mathematis

teahers. They met as students at P�azm�any (now E�otv�os) University in

Budapest

51

. They were ontemporaries of the renowned mathematiians

T�odor K�arm�an (Theodore von Karman) and Lip�ot (Leopold) Fej�er and had

known them from ollege. K�arm�an was fond of \blue-eyed Anna Wilhelm,"

and she bequeathed his a�etionate words to her son's memory.

Erd}os remembers his parents with great a�etion. Even today, he refers

to them as Anyuka (mommy) and Apuka

52

(daddy). He reeived muh of

his eduation from them.

Erd}os's grandparents were observant Jews but his parents did not pra-

tie the religion. When Lajos Erd}os visited his �an�ee on Yom Kippur, a

51

Women were �rst admitted to P�azm�any University in 1896.

52

Erd}os onsistently uses these a�etionate terms, but only in Hungarian. In English

he says \my mother/father."
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day traditionally devoted to introspetion, he found her fasting and reading

Maupassant. He pointed out the paradox he sensed in this ombination.

She agreed. Shedding tears, Anna relinquished the old traditions.

Apuka was interested in philosophy and oasionally wrote

53

for \Huszadik

Sz�azad" (\Twentieth Century"), a monthly \Review of soial siene and

soial poliy" of progressive left-wing intelletuals (1900{1919).

Anyuka lived in Budapest through Nazi perseution and ommunist

paranoia. At the age of 84, she joined her son on his endless tour of the

globe. From then on until her sudden death in Calgary at the age of 91, she

was with him at all times. Meanwhile she beame onversant in her fourth

language, English.

TIME-LINE

1913. Paul Erd}os is born on Marh 26, 1913, in Budapest, Hungary (part of

Austria-Hungary at the time).

Paul's birth is marred by tragedy. His mother leaves two healthy

daughters, Magda (5) and Kl�ara (3) at home when she goes to the

maternity ward to deliver Paul. By the time mother and infant return

home a few days later, both girls are dead. They ontrated septi

sarlet fever and suumbed within a day. Paul grows up as an only

hild. Although his mother seldom mentions his sisters, this trauma

obviously a�ets Paul's upbringing.

Anyuka does all she an to protet Paul from exposure to disease.

Paul will ontrat sarlet fever at age 23, whooping ough at 30, and

hiken pox at 34.

1914. July 28: Austria-Hungary delares war on Serbia. Russia, in turn,

delares war on Austria-Hungary. Within days, Germany, Frane, and

the U.K. join in: WWI begins. By the end of August, large numbers

of Hungarian men are slaughtered in the �rst battles or are taken

prisoner by the Russians. Long fored marhes of the often wounded

prisoners are ommon. Lajos Erd}os is aptured by the Russians in

August and is taken as POW to Siberia for six years.

53

One of his artiles, an obituary for Henri Poinar�e extolling Poinar�e's genius in the

style of the time and reviewing his philosophy in some detail, appeared in 1912 [9℄.
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1916. Paul is greatly motivated to learn how to ount. He plays with the

alendar and knows how to ount the days remaining till holidays or

vaations months ahead when he would see more of Anyuka and less

of the German Fr�aulein

54

[10℄.

1917. By the age of four, Paul multiplies 4-digit numbers in his head. This is

the year of what he alls his \�rst independent disovery," the negative

numbers: he reports to Anyuka that \if you take away 250 from 100,

you get 150 below zero." Another disovery: Paul reognizes that we

all die, a thought that has never sine allowed him to rest.

1917. Lenin's Bolshevik revolution takes plae in Russia.

1918. The \Bulgarian front" ollapses, Austria-Hungary is defeated and dis-

solved. The Hungarian Republi is delared. Hungary is invaded from

all sides.

1919. Communist takeover takes plae in Hungary on Marh 21, 1919 (the

Hungarian Commune). The regime ollapses on August 2. \White

terror" begins, anti-Semitism rises.

From the balony of their apartment, Erd}os and his mother witness

assaults on Jews in the street.

1920-45. Right-wing governments rule Hungary.

1920. The peae treaties of Trianon dismember Hungary, induing an in-

ux of masses of ethni Hungarian refugees from the suessor states,

espeially from Transylvania, whih is annexed by Romania. Publi

despair rises over the nation's atastrophe. Jews are the sapegoats.

Numerus Clausus at limits Jewish admission to universities at 6%.

1920. Anyuka was promoted to shool prinipal during the Commune; for

this \rime" she is permanently barred from teahing at publi shools.

She ontributes to their living by private tutoring; the family maintains

a reasonable middle-lass living.

Surviving malnutrition, extreme old, and ivil war, Apuka returns

from Russia in November. Little Paul greets him: \Apuka, you are

really old!"

54

Fr�aulein: Governess.
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1919-24. Paul does not attend shool, partly beause he has diÆulty adjusting

to disipline, partly for his parents' fear of ontagious diseases. He

reeives private tutoring and learns a lot from his parents. Apuka

teahes him English, and they both teah him mathematis.

1923. At 10, Paul learns from Apuka that there are arbitrarily large gaps

between onseutive prime numbers. Paul knows he will be a mathe-

matiian or an astronomer.

1924-26. For the �rst time, Paul enrolls in a shool. He attends the 6th and

7th grades at the Gimn�azium (High Shool) of Tavaszmez}o street. He

goes bak to private tutoring for the 8th grade.

1925. \At 12 I knew that eventually I'd have to leave Hungary beause I am

a Jew," Erd}os says. From 1920 on, beating Jews has been a regular

ourrene at the universities.

1926-30. For two out of these four shool-years (9th through 12th grades) Erd}os

attends Szent Istv�an (Saint Stephen) High Shool whereApuka teahes.

Erd}os ompletes the rest by private tutoring and graduates in 1930.

Throughout these years, he is a diligent problem solver of K�oMaL,

the high shool mathematial and physial monthly edited by Andor

Farag�o. Erd}os's photo is published in 1927 and in eah subsequent

year among those of the best problem solvers.

Neither Erd}os nor his fellow K�oMaL problem solver Paul Tur�an fare

partiularly well at the national E�otv�os mathematial ompetitions

(a reative problem solving exam for fresh high shool graduates, see

[25℄); Gallai wins the �rst prize in 1930. Gallai is �rst denied admission

to the university beause of the Numerus Clausus but is admitted half

a year later for having won the E�otv�os test

55

.

55

Organized by the Hungarian Mathematial and Physial Soiety, the annual E�otv�os

mathematial ompetition was �rst held in autumn, 1894. Every fresh high shool gradu-

ate was eligible to attend. Among those mentioned in this artile, the following had been

winners of the E�otv�os ompetition: Lip�ot Fej�er (2nd prize, 1897), T�odor K�arm�an (1898),

D�enes K�onig (1902), Alfr�ed Haar (1903), L�aszl�o Kalm�ar (1922), Gy�orgy Sv�ed (Shoss-

berger) (1928), Tibor Gallai (Gr�unwald) (1930), L�aszl�o Alp�ar (1932), Endre V�azsonyi

(Weiszfeld) (1934). After WWII, the test was renamed \K�ursh�ak ompetition." Eligi-

bility was extended to high shool students so the partiularly gifted ould attend several

times. Winners inluded B�ela Bollob�as (2nd prizes, 1958 and 1961), Attila M�at�e (1962,

1963), L�aszl�o Lov�asz (shared 2nd prizes, 1964 and 1965), J�ozsef Pelik�an (shared 2nd

prize, 1965), Imre Ruzsa (shared 2nd prize, 1970, and shared 1st prize, 1971). Soure:

[32, pp. 13-14℄.
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1929. At 16, Erd}os studies Knopp's \Lehrbuh der Funtionentheorie" with

Apuka.

1930. At 17, Erd}os enrolls in the mathematis program at P�eter P�azm�any

University

56

, Budapest. He meets Tur�an, three years his senior. His

�rst question to Tur�an is the divergene of

P

1=p, a question Apuka

has been unable to answer.

1930-34. At the university Erd}os meets many of the olleagues he has known

through K�oMaL. He joins the weekly exursions of a small group of

mostly Jewish young mathematiians, whose number inludes his los-

est friend Tibor Gallai, as well as Tur�an, M�arta Wahsberger (now

Martha Sved), Eszter (Esther) Klein, Endre V�azsonyi, L�aszl�o Alp�ar,

G�eza Gr�unwald, Dezs}o L�az�ar, and a remarkable student of hemial

engineering by the name of Gy�orgy (George) Szekeres.

Erd}os's major mathematial inuenes through the university inlude

some of the members of this group as well as the letures by Professors

Leopold Fej�er and P�al Veres at P�azm�any University, Mih�aly Bauer,

J�ozsef K�ursh�ak, Guszt�av Rados, and D�enes K�onig at the Tehnial

University aross the Danube river, and L�aszl�o Kalm�ar in Szeged.

Erd}os ontributes an in�nite version of Menger's theorem to K�onig's

lassi book, the �rst monograph on graph theory, published in 1936.

1930. Erd}os gives a simple proof of Chebyshev's theorem that there is a

prime between n and 2n. L�aszl�o Kalm�ar, a versatile mathematiian

from Szeged working mainly in mathematial logi and the theories

of real and omplex funtions, helps him polish his �rst publiation,

whih appears in Ata Sientiarum Mathematiarum, Szeged, in 1932.

1931. The Erd}os family moves to a spaious new apartment at 8 Abonyi

Street, aross from the Jewish high shool where later Gallai will teah.

1931. Conluding his studies in G�ottingen and Berlin, Rihard Rado om-

pletes his dissertation entitled \Studien in Kombinatorik" under Issai

Shur. A \mathematial jewel" [28℄, the dissertation gives a om-

mon generalization of Shur's and Van der Waerden's theorems on

monohromati patterns of integers. This is an area losely related to

Ramsey theory, whih will beome a major area of ommon interest

of Rado and Erd}os.
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The university was renamed Lor�and E�otv�os University in 1948.
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1932. During his seond undergraduate year, Erd}os essentially ompletes his

Ph.D. thesis under Leopold Fej�er. The main results: simple proofs

of the existene of primes between n and 2n for ertain arithmeti

progressions suh as 4k � 1 and 8k + 1. Erd}os has to wait two more

years before he an graduate and submit the thesis. The results appear

in the Mathematishe Zeitshrift (1935).

1932. L�aszl�o Alp�ar, Erd}os's friend from the Anonymous group, wins the

E�otv�os ompetition. Soon thereafter he is jailed for antifasist ativ-

ities and membership in the ommunist party. He is released after a

month.

1932. Motivated by a problem in plane geometry initiated by Eszter Klein

(the \Happy End Problem"

57

[f. 1936℄), Szekeres redisovers Ram-

sey's theorem whih beomes one of the lifelong obsessions of Erd}os.

This obsession is ontagious (see [34℄) and results in Ramsey theory,

both �nite and trans�nite, the latter being alled partition alulus,

after a monumental Erd}os-Rado paper (1956). These theories play a

fundamental role in ombinatoris and in set theory.

1933. January 30: Hitler beomes Chanellor of the German Reih. Perse-

ution of German Jews begins immediately. Mass exodus of German-

Jewish sholars follows. Rihard Rado reeives his dotorate in Berlin

but as a Jew, he is denied aess to aademi employment and is even

expelled from the German Mathematial Assoiation. His life is saved

by a sholarship to Cambridge. Later he is able to help his mentor,

Issai Shur, to emigrate.

1933. Erd}os reveals his elementary proof of Shur's onjeture on abundant

numbers to Tur�an the last day of the year. (A proof via Fourier anal-

ysis was previously found by Davenport, Chowla, and Behrend.) The

proof leads him to the problem of the distribution of values of real-

valued additive funtions, investigated later in the Erd}os{Wintner and

Erd}os{Ka papers (1939{40). Issai Shur alls 20-year-old Erd}os \the

wizard from Budapest" and inludes the proof in his letures.

1934. At 21, Erd}os graduates from P�azm�any University with a Ph.D. The

degree at this age is highly unusual.
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See the setion on \Anonymous."
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1934. September: away from home for the �rst time. Erd}os holds fellowships

at the University of Manhester (arranged by Louis Joel Mordell) and

the Royal Soiety. His remuneration: $100 for 6 months. On his way

to Britain, Erd}os stops in Z�urih and meets George P�olya.

Erd}os tries his powers at putting butter on his bread for the �rst time

at tea at the Davenports' in Cambridge. (He gets enouragement and

sueeds.)

1934-38. Erd}os in Manhester. He visits home three times a year (Christmas,

Easter, summer).

1934. Autumn: Erd}os meets Rado in Cambridge; a legendary ollaboration,

spanning more than half a entury, begins.

1935. Erd}os meets Stanislaw Ulam in Cambridge.

1936. The Happy End: George Szekeres and Esther Klein get married. \I

remember the wedding day," Erd}os says, \it was just a day after I

learned that Vinogradov had proved the odd Goldbah onjeture."

1936. L�aszl�o Alp�ar emigrates to Frane and beomes ative in the antifasist

movements there.

1938. In a far-sighted antiipation of extremal set theory, the Erd}os{Ko{

Rado theorem is born (f. [12℄). Upon publiation more than two

deades later (Quarterly Journal of Mathematis, 1961), the paper

rapidly beomes a lassi (f. [7℄).

1938. Marh 12: Anshluss, the annexation of Austria into the Third Re-

ih. September 29-30: Munih pat, dismemberment of Czehoslo-

vakia with Western onsent.

1938. September 3: Alarmed by Hitler's demands on Czehoslovakia, Erd}os

leaves Hungary in a great haste. He travels through Italy, meets with

George P�olya in Z�urih and with L�aszl�o Alp�ar in Paris. After three

weeks in Britain, he leaves for the U. S. on September 28 and takes up

his fellowship at the Institute for Advaned Study, with a stipend of

$1500 for one year.

1938-48. Erd}os spends the deade in the U. S.
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1939. Summer: Erd}os onludes what even in 1995, after 1400 artiles,

he onsiders his most suessful aademi year. The rop inludes:

the Erd}os{Ka and Erd}os{Wintner theorems on additive funtions,

his third paper with Tur�an on interpolation (Annals of Mathematis,

1940; the preeding papers in the series also appeared in the respeted

Prineton periodial), and the result that the produt of onseutive

integers is never a square.

To his dismay, his IAS fellowship is not extended and he is left penni-

less. \Leopold Infeld wasn't extended either," he omments. But he

also remarks, with more than a little bitterness, that Von Neumann

did not lift a �nger to help him.

He is living on �fty-dollar loans from olleagues. He is unable to send

money to his favorite aunt in Slovakia, whom some bribes and a trip

might have saved from the Nazis.

One Wintner publiizes Erd}os's situation, Erd}os reeives another half

year's stipend.

1939. In September at the Institute in Prineton, Erd}os meets Witold Hurewiz.

As usual, Erd}os asks him for a problem. Hurewiz mentiones the then

outstanding problem in dimension theory: determining the topologial

dimension of the set of rational points in separable Hilbert spae. The

experts' guess is that it must be either zero or in�nity. Erd}os needs

one more piee of information, the de�nition of dimension. He then

proves on the spot that the dimension is positive and a few days later

he shows that the orret value is 1 (Annals of Mathematis, 1940).

1939. September 1. Hitler attaks Poland. World War II begins. On Septem-

ber 5, the U. S. prolaims its neutrality.

1939. When the war begins, Alp�ar is promptly arrested by the Frenh and

put in an \internment amp" for his antifasist ativities. He will

esape in 1943 and join the Frenh R�esistane.

1940-43. Erd}os gets a stipend from the University of Pennsylvania (Philadel-

phia).

1941. June 22. Hitler attaks the Soviet Union.

1941. Hungary joins Germany in invading the Soviet Union. Postal or-

respondene between the U. S. and Hungary eases. For four years,

Erd}os will only hear sporadi news about his parents and friends.
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1941. Stanislaw Ulam invites Erd}os to give a olloquium leture at Madison,

Wisonsin. In his \Adventures of a Mathematiian," Ulam writes [44,

p. 134℄:

\In 1941 he was twenty-seven years old, homesik, unhappy,

and onstantly worried about the fate of his mother who had

remained in Hungary.

\At that time he was even more in perpetual motion than

now { almost onstantly jumping up and down or apping

his arms. . . . If some amusing thought ourred to him, he

would jump up, ap his hands, and sit down again.

\During this visit and a subsequent one we did an enormous

amount of work together."

Erd}os and Ulam work on set theory. Although they announe some of

their results at an A.M. S. meeting, no joint papers of the two emerge

until muh later (1968).

Some of their unpublished early results are later redisovered by an

Indian mathematiian (Erd}os ould not reall his name). When the

mathematiian informs Erd}os of the result, Erd}os suggests that he

should publish it. Only several years later does he �nd out that Erd}os

had the result earlier. \Why didn't you tell me?" \I don't want to

imitate Gauss
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in this regard."

1941. August: Erd}os arrested on Long Island as a spy.

After a visit to German mathematiian Gerhard Hohshild at Wash-

ington Heights, Art Stone takes Erd}os and Shizuo Kakutani on a tour

of Long Island. They retire to a motel; Erd}os noties an interesting

soure of light some distane away whih they deide to hek out the

next morning. Stone, then a driver with little experiene, overlooks

the \No trespassing" sign near the light. Kakutani takes pitures of

Erd}os and Stone; the bakground turns out to be a radar installa-

tion. The guard warns them, so they drive o�. They stop for lunh

at the far end of Long Island. After the meal, two \enormous" po-

liemen arrest them. It turns out that the guard has reported that

\three Japanese took pitures of the installation and then departed in
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Gauss used to tell young mathematiians presenting him brilliant new results that

he ould not praise the results sine he would be praising his own unpublished work of

deades earlier. Jaobi responded de�antly; J�anos Bolyai's areer, and life, was shattered.
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a suspiious hurry." FBI agents are on their way to interrogate them.

They are being questioned separately. By the evening, Kakutani is

leared of the suspiion of being a \Japanese agent;" they are released

amidst apologies. But they do share the blame, they are told, how

ould they miss the \No trespassing" sign. \I was thinking," Erd}os

explains. \What about?" \Mathematis."

His reord thoroughly heked, the inident will save Kakutani some

trouble later.

1942. Erd}os's paper \On the law of the iterated logarithm" appears in the

Annals of Mathematis. It deepens the theory of random utuations

of oin-tossing sequenes and of Brownian motion.

1942. In a paper that appears in the Revista de la Univ. Na. de Tuuman,

Erd}os lays the foundations of trans�nite Ramsey theory, one of the

great theories originated by Erd}os. (Cf. [23℄.)

1942. At Notre Dame, Erd}os learns from a newspaper that his friend, bril-

liant young mathematiian G�eza Gr�unwald, has been murdered by a

guard in a \military labor ompany" operating on the Soviet front.

The same fate befalls Henrik Popper, husband of Erd}os's aunt Irma.

1942. Apuka, Erd}os's father, suddenly dies of heart attak in Budapest.

Erd}os reeives the news from L�aszl�o Alp�ar who manages to write him

from the internment amp in Paris. Anyuka goes through a period of

denial and deep depression. Erd}os unsuessfully tries to send mes-

sages to Budapest through various hannels, inluding friends in South

Ameria.

1942. Tormented by anguish akin to that of Erd}os, Kakutani returns to

Japan on a Swedish boat to tend his mother. His paper on the deom-

position of the reals into ountably many Hamel bases (under CH)

is rejeted by the Duke Mathematial Journal on the grounds that

\the author is Japanese and did not show his disagreement with the

Japanese government"
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. The paper appears in the Transations of

the Amerian Mathematial Soiety in 1943. { Kakutani's mother dies

of natural auses during the war. Kakutani survives and returns to

beome a leading �gure on the mathematial sene of postwar U. S.
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Reolletion by Erd}os.
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1943. The joint paper of Erd}os with Tarski \On families of mutually exlu-

sive sets" appears in the Annals of Mathematis. This paper inludes

the �rst theorem about inaessible ardinals. Inaessibility arises as

the surprising equivalent of the existene of set systems with a natural

ombinatorial property. Perhaps the most important parts of the pa-

per are its footnotes, listing, without proof, ombinatorial properties

of inaessible ardinals, marking the beginning of the theory of large

ardinals. This theory will beome a fundamental part of set theory.

(Cf. [23℄.)

1943. Erd}os hears from Anyuka in a brief message forwarded by the Red

Cross.

1943-45. Finally, a real job! Erd}os is a \researh instrutor" at Purdue Uni-

versity. Ulam realls that in this period Erd}os is no longer penniless,

\even out of debt" [44, p. 135℄. His hosts are Art and Dorothy Stone.

He works on number theory with Leon Alaouglu and Ivan Niven.

1944. Erd}os thinking, again. Erd}os takes a midnight walk near Purdue Uni-

versity. He looks suspiious to the Crime Prevention Team of the

University polie. They stop him and ask what he is doing. \I am

thinking." \You are," the reply goes and the Team drives on.

1944. Ulam invites Erd}os to partiipate in the nulear projet and advises

him to write to Edward [Teller℄. Erd}os is interested but writes to

\Professor Edwards" that after the war he might want to return to

Hungary. This desire disquali�es him.

1944. Marh 19: Hungary under German oupation. Systemati annihila-

tion of Hungarian Jewry begins. The losses among Erd}os's relatives

are beyond omprehension.

1945. February 13. After four devastating months of Nyilas terror, Budapest

is liberated by the advaning Soviet troops.

Erd}os's mother is now readmitted to publi teahing but hooses to

be an editor with the Hungarian Aademy of Siene instead.

Gallai teahes at Abonyi Street Jewish High Shool. After lasses he

often visits Erd}os's mother who lives aross the street with her sister

Irma n�eni
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and Irma n�eni's daughter. Vera S�os is among Gallai's

students.
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Irma n�eni: Aunt Irma.
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1944-45. Erd}os reeives a Guggenheim Sholarship and spends it mostly at Stan-

ford. In orrespondene from Ann Arbor, the Erd}os-Stone theorem,

a ornerstone in extremal graph theory, is ompleted (Bulletin of the

A.M.S., 1946).

1945-48. Erd}os is aÆliated with Syrause University.

1945. Tur�an's ID.

Under orders from Stalin to �ll quotas of prisoners to be sent to the

GULAG, the majority never to return, the liberators pik men in the

streets at random for the malenki�� robot
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.

Fresh from the ordeal of \labor ompanies" and Nyilas terror, Tur�an

is stopped by a Soviet patrol in Budapest. The oÆer demands his

papers. Having esaped from a Nyilas round-up a few days earlier,

Tur�an has no proper ID. He does arry, however, a reprint of his 1935

paper with Erd}os, published in the Bulletin of the Institute of Mathe-

matis and Mehanis of Tomsk, the institute where number theorist

Romanov has worked. The oÆer is impressed by the prewar publia-

tion in a Soviet journal and lets Tur�an go. \An unexpeted appliation

of number theory," Tur�an reports to Erd}os.

1945. August. Erd}os reeives a telegram from a friend in Arad, Romania.

He is overjoyed to learn that Anyuka is alive. Erd}os is at Stanford in

Deember when he reeives the �rst postwar letter from Anyuka.

1946. Erd}os invited to the Ulams.

In a hospital near Los Angeles, Stanislaw Ulam is reovering from a

severe ailment tentatively diagnosed as viral enephalitis. First, he

and his friends fear for his life, then he fears his mental abilities would

remain impaired. In his \Adventures of a Mathematiian" [44, pp. 178-

179℄, Ulam realls:

\I remember being disharged from the hospital. As I was

preparing to leave, fully dressed for the �rst time, standing

in the orridor with Fran�oise [Ulam's wife℄, Erd}os appeared

in the end of the hall. He did not expet to see me up, and

he exlaimed: `Stan, I am so glad to see you alive. I thought
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Small labor.
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you were going to die and that I would have to write your

obituary and our joint papers.' . . .

\Erd}os had a suitase with him and was just leaving after a

visit to Southern California. He had no immediate ommit-

ments ahead and said, `You are going home? Good, I an

go with you.' " [So he went, and stayed . . . ℄ \No sooner

had we arrived than Erd}os proposed a game of hess."

Ulam, not sure at �rst whether he ould remember the rules, wins twie

in a row, whereupon Erd}os delares he is tired. Ulam sees that Erd}os

has played in earnest. For nearly two weeks, Erd}os would ontinue to

bombard his host with mental hallenges. This \therapy" helps Ulam

regain his self-on�dene.

1948. Tur�an arrives in Prineton in January and spends a half year at the

Institute. He does a lot of work with Erd}os on number theory, distri-

bution of roots of polynomials, and other topis.

1948. Erd}os meets Atle Selberg at the Institute for Advaned Study in July;

an elementary proof of the prime number theorem emerges.

1948. Erd}os obtains his \green ard" (permanent residene permit in the

U. S.). Soon afterwards he embarks on a trip to Europe, leaving the

U. S. for the �rst time in a deade.

1948. Autumn: Erd}os spends two months in the Netherlands. He works

with DeBruijn on ombinatoris, number theory, and analysis, and

with Koksma on number theory.

He also meets hildhood aquaintane Alfr�ed R�enyi. At the university,

Erd}os's parents had taken aesthetis lasses from Bern�at Alexander,

grandfather of R�enyi, and beame friends of the family.

Eight years Erd}os's junior, R�enyi emerges as a mathematial genius

working in a great variety of �elds, inluding number theory, probabil-

ity theory, orthogonal series, information theory, ombinatoris, and

applied mathematis. He also writes literary essays on mathematis

(f. Tur�an [40℄).

His entry to the university delayed by the Numerus Clausus, R�enyi

beomes a resistane hero during the Nyilas terror in Budapest. Hav-
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ing esaped from a death marh, he dresses in a Nyilas uniform and

saves others at grave risk to his own life
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.

He ompletes his graduate studies in Leningrad under Yuri V. Linnik

in less than two years (1947), produing a new sieve method in number

theory and proving one of the strongest results in existene toward the

Goldbah onjeture.

During his short but stellar areer, he beomes one of the most inu-

ential ollaborators of Erd}os. They obtain their �rst results together

in Amsterdam, \On onseutive primes."

1948. For the �rst time in a deade, Erd}os visits Budapest. He arrives in his

native town on Deember 2 and spends two months with his mother

and friends who survived the Holoaust. Gallai introdues brilliant

undergraduate Vera S�os to him. Erd}os visits a kindergarten lass,

perhaps to see Gallai's little niee

�

Eva Bogd�an, and �nds in the same

group a 5-year-old boy by the name of Mikl�os Simonovits, son of his

friend Anna Beke, former member of the Anonymous group. S�os and

Simonovits later beome major ollaborators of Erd}os's and of eah

other, mainly in extremal ombinatoris and Ramsey{Tur�an problems.

After the death of Anyuka (1971), they, along with Andr�as Hajnal, will

be Erd}os's most intimate, familiar friends.

Erd}os resumes his work with Tur�an on the distribution of roots of

polynomials (Annals of Mathematis, 1950).

1949. February: Erd}os visits a number of plaes in the U.K.

Marh: Erd}os returns to the U. S. and spends the spring term at Syra-

use University. During autumn, 1949 and winter, 1950 he is again

without a job.

1949. Following the model of Stalin's purges, sripted trials are arranged in

Hungary by \Big Brother" M�aty�as R�akosi, the ommunist ditator

of the ountry. Fellow ommunist L�aszl�o Rajk is onvited on fabri-

ated harges of espionage on behalf of Yugoslavia, and is exeuted.

A seasoned politial prisoner, L�aszl�o Alp�ar is arrested for his former

assoiation with Rajk, and sentened to fored labor in a opper mine.

He serves four harsh years before the thaw in politis following Stalin's

death (1953) returns his freedom.
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Erd}os's aount.
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1950-51. Erd}os is in Aberdeen, U.K.

1950. The International Congress of Mathematiians is held in Cambridge,

Massahusetts. \Mathematiians from behind the Iron Curtain were

uniformly prevented from attending the Congress by their own govern-

ments," onferene seretary J.R.Kline reports. Atle Selberg shares

the Fields Medal with Laurent Shwartz.

1950. Mathematiians from the ommunist ountries hold their own ongress

in Budapest. Hua is among the Chinese delegates. Led by the large

Soviet delegation, the partiipants pay warm tribute to 70-year-old

Fej�er and F. Riesz. Erd}os is not invited to the meeting beause his

olleagues fear he would not be able to leave the ountry.

1950. Following the Soviet model, the Mathematial Institute of the Hungar-

ian Aademy of Siene is established. Direted by Alfr�ed R�enyi from

its ineption until his untimely death in 1970, the Institute develops

into a world-lass enter of sholarship and ontinues to thrive under

subsequent diretors L�aszl�o Fejes-T�oth, Andr�as Hajnal, and Domokos

Sz�asz. It maintains an atmosphere of intelletual freedom una�eted

by the dogma of the era.

This atmosphere suits Erd}os well. The Institute will serve as his home

base for deades to ome. It is the setting where he will meet genera-

tions of new epsilons, and the birthplae of ountless joint papers.

1951-52. Erd}os works at University College, London, with Davenport.

1951. Cole Prize. On Deember 28, at the business meeting of the Annual

Meeting of the Amerian Mathematial Soiety, held at Brown Univer-

sity, A.M. S. President John von Neumann announes that the Frank

Nelson Cole Prize in Number Theory was awarded \to Paul Erd}os, for

his many papers in the Theory of Numbers, and in partiular for his

paperOn a new method in elementary number theory whih leads to an

elementary proof of the prime number theorem, Pro. Nat. Aad. vol.

35, pp. 374{385, July 1949, in whih he makes important ontributions

to the elementary theory of primes inaugurated by A. Selberg."
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At the same meeting, Shizuo Kakutani gives an invited address on

\Brownian Motion," subjet of his then urrent joint work with Erd}os

and Anton Dvoretzky.
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Citation from the Bulletin of the A.M.S., vol. 58 (1952), pp. 159{160.
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1952. Erd}os �nally lands a seure job at Notre Dame University. It would

last several years and involves little teahing.

1953. A sad note on how easily itizens of a free ountry submit to fear.

Anyuka has her 73rd birthday on July 6 in Budapest. Erd}os, who has

not seen her for �ve years, wants to all her from a friend's home in

Los Angeles. The friend refuses, out of fear of beoming assoiated

with a phone all to a ommunist ountry.

1953. In Otober at an A.M. S. meeting at Columbia University, Kakutani

presides over a leture by Erd}os on \Combinatorial Problems in Set

Theory," another area in whih they had ollaborated. The speaker is

listed as \Professor Paul Erd}os of Notre Dame University."

1954. MCarthyism athes up with Erd}os. Erd}os is interviewed by the Im-

migration Servie and his reentry permit is denied. Erd}os hooses to

attend the International Congress of Mathematiians in Amsterdam

without the permit. He annot return to the States for nine years

(exept for a brief visit on a \speial visa"). He loses his \green ard"

and his Notre Dame job.

1954. Erd}os spends three months at The Hebrew University, Jerusalem, and

gives one leture per week.

Ernst Speker earns $20 by solving a prize-problem of Erd}os in set

theory. He is the �rst one to laim a monetary reward from Erd}os.

1954. Tur�an visits the USSR and China. He takes the Trans-Siberian train

from Mosow to Beijing, an eight day trip, whih he enjoys.

1955. Erd}os spends three months at the Tehnion, Haifa. He works with

Hanani on ombinatoris and with Jabotinski on analyti number the-

ory and the theory of funtions. Erd}os beomes a \permanent visiting

professor" there. His friend Haim Hanani takes him to a high shool

with a program for mathematially gifted hildren. For deades, Erd}os

will return to give an oasional leture. Ron Aharoni is among those

young ollaborators of Erd}os whom he has �rst met in these lasses.

1955. August: Erd}os visits Hungary for the �rst time sine 1948. The oun-

try tightly loked behind the Iron Curtain, foreign travel is virtually

impossible, orrespondene restrited and letters are opened by the
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authorities. Yet, through a friend with high onnetions, Erd}os, then

and now a Hungarian itizen, is assured of free movement.

During his visit, Erd}os meets set theorist G�eza Fodor of the University

of Szeged, who beomes his �rst Hungarian ollaborator in set theory.

1955. Autumn: Erd}os works with Karl Prahar in Vienna on number theory

and attends a number theory onferene in Belgium.

1956. Erd}os is eleted to membership in the Hungarian Aademy of Siene.

This would have been unthinkable during the years of strit Stalinism

(1949-53).

1956. On a visit to Szeged, Erd}os meets Fodor's olleague Andr�as Hajnal, a

graduate student of logiian L�aszl�o Kalm�ar. Within a day, the foun-

dations of a joint paper are laid, the beginning of a long and intense

ollaboration.

As Hajnal's oÆe turns into Erd}os's home base, their joint work of

more than 50, often voluminous, papers shapes trans�nite ombina-

toris.

1956. Otober{November: The Hungarian revolution against Communism

and Soviet domination is rushed within two weeks by Soviet tanks.

Installed by the Soviets as head of government and Party, J�anos K�ad�ar

remains in power for 32 years. Over the deades, his regime beomes

less oppressive and eventually the most \liberal" in the Soviet blo.

1957. Erd}os visits Hungary in July, after a renewed promise of free move-

ment by the new government. He spends several weeks with Anyuka at

the resort of the Hungarian Aademy of Siene in M�atrah�aza among

the woods and hills of the M�atra mountains. For more than a deade,

they would return to M�atrah�aza two or three times a year. They

are never alone; the presene of Erd}os turns the resort into a mathe-

matiian's Mea. Tur�an and his wife Vera S�os, Alfr�ed and Catherine

R�enyi, Andr�as Hajnal, and number theorist P�eter Sz�usz are their most

frequent ompany. Erd}os, as usual, ollaborates simultaneously with

all of them. Their entertainment inludes hiking, table tennis, hess,

hess puzzles, and helping Anyuka with her ross-word puzzles.

The visits of Erd}os to M�atrah�aza beome less frequent after the R�enyis

andAnyuka pass away between 1969 and '71, and Tur�an in '76. Hajnal,
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the remaining main partner, prefers the lakeside, so Erd}os beomes a

more frequent guest at the Aademy's holiday resorts at Lake Balaton.

1958. After spending the winter in Vanouver, Erd}os returns to Hungary to

reeive the Kossuth Prize from the government on April 4.

Erd}os is still in Hungary when, on June 16, Imre Nagy, head of the rev-

olutionary government of 1956, is exeuted against K�ad�ar's previous

promises to the ontrary. A ouple of months later at the International

Congress of Mathematiians in Edinburgh, Erd}os disusses with Alfr�ed

and Catherine R�enyi his wish to protest the exeution by not return-

ing to Hungary. Eventually, out of onsideration for his mother, he

drops the idea and visits Budapest together with George and Esther

Szekeres, who have not been bak there for twenty years.

The Edinburgh Congress hosts a large delegation from Hungary (about

25 mathematiians), a sign of new times in spite of Nagy's murder.

The regime's new-found ourtesy is somewhat limited, though; the

delegates arrive without a penny in Western urreny. Erd}os bails

them out. Hajnal reeives a loan of $25 and takes years to repay;

some friends reeive the sum as a gift. $25 is a substantial sum in

1958; their hotel osts $1 per night.

At Edinburgh, Erd}os meets Eri Milner, a former student of Rado,

who is working in Singapore. Milner will beome one of Erd}os's major

ollaborators in set theory.

1958. Erd}os takes a boat from Athens to Haifa. With no mathematial om-

pany at hand, he embarks on a systemati study of extremal problems

in graph theory. He reports his results muh later, at the 1963 onfer-

ene in Smolenie, Slovakia (proeedings published in 1964).

1958. Erd}os obtains a \speial visa" to attend an A.M. S. meeting in Boul-

der, Colorado.

1959. Erd}os meets 12-year-old hild prodigy Lajos P�osa. Erd}os keeps in

touh with him through orrespondene and phone alls. By the age

of 16, P�osa has published a series of inuential papers in extremal

graph theory.

1959. Erd}os attends the International Conferene on Graph Theory, the �rst

one ever on the subjet, held at a modestly equipped tourist hostel at

Dobog�ok}o, a seni hilltop in Hungary's Transdanubian mountains.
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Many of the best Hungarian mathematiians are present, regardless

of their main �eld of interest, inluding Gallai, Tur�an, S�os, R�enyi,

Hajnal, algebraist George Gr�atzer; a good opportunity for Erd}os to

work simultaneously on number theory, interpolation, graph theory,

set theory, and other subjets, with suitable partners.

1960. On a visit to Szeged, Erd}os meets another hild prodigy, 13-year-old

Attila M�at�e. An eager problem solver, M�at�e takes on set theory. Later

he will turn to lassial analysis.

1960. Erd}os travels to the USSR and China. His itinerary: Budapest,

Mosow, Leningrad [St. Petersburg℄, Mosow, then the long ight to

Beijing with a night's rest in Irkutsk (Siberia) and another stop in

Ulan Bator (Mongolia). He spends 3 weeks in China, meets with his

old friends Hua and Chao-Ko. From Beijing he ies to Shanghai, takes

the train to Hanghow, then ies to Canton. From Canton he takes the

train to Hong Kong and then ies to Singapore to work with Milner.

His subsequent destination is Australia.

1962. Erd}os is oÆially aÆliated with the Mathematial Institute of the

Hungarian Aademy of Siene. He reeives (modest) pay while in

Hungary.

1963. At the U. S. Consulate in Vanouver, Erd}os is told that \the State

Department determined that you are a Communist." Finally, the U. S.

government reviews the �le on Erd}os and drops allegations that he

belonged to \prosribed organizations." Erd}os reeives an \exhange

visitor" visa (J-1) whih he has to renew periodially.

1963. A reent Berkeley graduate employed by Bell Laboratories, Ronald L.

Graham meets Erd}os for the �rst time at a number theory meeting

in Boulder, Colorado. His 5th paper (1964) bears the title \On a

onjeture of Erd}os in additive number theory," not a very informative

title as it turns out, given the number of problems of Erd}os in the

area. Erd}os and Graham begin working on their �rst joint paper in

the late 60s. Graham attends virtually all international ombinatoris

onferenes held in Hungary, beginning with his �rst visit in 1969 for

the Balatonf�ured meeting. In the early 70s, Erd}os beomes a regular

visitor at Bell Labs in New Jersey, and a house-guest at the Grahams,

typially 3{5 days at a time. Graham extends his are to many earthly

aspets of Erd}os's life (inluding handling his �nanes).
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Erd}os and Graham do seminal joint work in Eulidean Ramsey Theory.

Their ollaboration in number theory leads to their 1980 monograph

[13℄. A followup as a Springer volume is now in preparation.

1964. Anyuka relinquishes the Abonyi Street apartment, home to three deades

of fond as well as tragi memories. She trades the family's home for two

smaller apartments. Together with her sister, Irma n�eni, she moves

into an apartment on N�emetv�olgyi street, The building is loated in a

nie part of Budapest, at the foot of the hills of Buda, next door to

the Tur�ans and other members of the Hungarian Aademy of Siene.

The move �nally enables Irma n�eni's daughter to live in a separate

apartment.

Like most apartments in this period of \soialist" government, both

the old and the new Erd}os residenes are state owned. However, the

low rents make tenany pratially a form of ownership, reognized

by ash payments when apartments of unequal value are traded. Only

near the end of the ommunist era will the government o�er the apart-

ments for sale. Erd}os will purhase the N�emetv�olgyi �ut apartment in

1988.

1964. At 84, Anyuka joins her son on his never-ending journey around the

world. They visit Israel in November, and Britain the next year; the

U. S. and Canada a year later. She vigorously sets out to improve her

English. They beome inseparable until her death seven years later.

Contrary to news reports, she is omfortable with traveling. Her often

misinterpreted statement is this: \I do not travel beause I like it but

beause I want to be with my son." She disproves her own prophesy

that \hildren beome letters."

1965. Vera S�os and Andr�as Hajnal launh their ombinatoris seminar at

the Mathematial Institute of the Hungarian Aademy of Siene.

1965. The \Giant Triple Paper" (over 100 densely paked pages) by Erd}os,

Hajnal, and Rado on partition alulus appears in the Ata Mathemat-

ia Hungaria. Lower bounds on trans�nite Ramsey numbers follow

from their \negative stepping up lemma."

1967. The Milners move to Calgary. Erd}os beomes a frequent visitor.

1968. Erd}os meets 15-year-old Imre Ruzsa. Within a year, Ruzsa is well on

his way to beoming a star in ombinatorial number theory.
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1969. In Los Angeles, Joel Spener presents Erd}os with a solution to the

latter's problem on ranking tournaments. A long ollaboration on

the probabilisti method, one of Erd}os's trademark tehniques, follows.

The �rst monograph on the subjet, by Erd}os and Spener, appears in

1974. Spener edits a volume of seleted papers of Erd}os (1973). He

spends the aademi year 1975{76 in Budapest with his family, and

enters into ollaboration with a number of Hungarian ombinatorists.

A master expositor, he beomes a voal promoter of what he alls his

\Hungarian mathematis." He is one of the founders of the journal

\Random Strutures and Algorithms," expliitly linking a �eld reated

by Erd}os and R�enyi to the theory of omputing.

1969. Catherine R�enyi, omplex analyst, dies tragially at a young age shortly

before the beginning of an international ombinatoris onferene in

Balatonf�ured. Her husband Alfr�ed R�enyi addresses a plenary session

of the meeting, reporting their joint work, still in progress a few days

before, on a theory of trees.

1969. Erd}os and Anyuka spend three months together in Canada, a week in

Hawaii, and three months in Australia. At a ombinatoris onferene

in Calgary, Vera S�os introdues the Ramsey{Tur�an-type problems, one

of the entral subjets of her future ollaboration with Erd}os.

1970. February 1: Alfr�ed R�enyi dies of aner at the age of 49. Unaware of

his ondition
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and feeling \healthy," he has left the hospital in mid-

January against his dotor's advie and has announed his plans for a

ourse on a theory of trees to eager students at E�otv�os University.

1970. Erd}os is invited to speak at the �rst Louisiana Conferene on Combi-

natoris, Graph Theory, and Computing. He is taken ill and annot

speak. The onferene, renamed Southeastern Conferene on CGTC

in 1972, beomes an annual event, roughly alternating between Baton

Rouge, Louisiana, and Boa Raton, Florida. The highlight eah year

is the Thursday afternoon leture by Paul Erd}os on \Problems and

results in ombinatoris," with an audiene averaging about 350.
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In Hungary, dotors used to go to great length to oneal a terminal ondition from

the patient. This must have required partiularly skillful deeption in the ase of R�enyi, a

person of great erudition, whose interests inluded mediine. Even to date, dotors prefer

to tell the truth to an immediate relative, and defer to the relative's judgment as to how

muh to reveal to the patient.
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Erd}os missed only one meeting sine 1972. On one oasion, organizer

Fred Ho�man had to delare Friday to be Thursday to preserve the

tradition.

1970-71. Anyuka omplains of abdominal pain and is rushed to a hospital in

Calgary. She dies of peritonitis, after brief su�ering.

Erd}os gets amphetamines as anti-depressants. Later he uses them as

mental stimulants to fuel his 19-hour workdays. He begins referring

to himself as \P. G.O.M."
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1972. Erd}os's aunt Irma n�eni dies.

1973. Faudree onverted. Group theorist Ralph Faudree meets Paul Erd}os

and abandons group theory. Their long friendship and produtive

ollaboration on generalized Ramsey theory begins.

From 1974 on, Erd}os beomes a frequent visitor at Memphis and

aquires an oÆial position as \adjunt professor." He works with

Rihard Shelp, Ceil Rousseau, and espeially with Faudree. Faudree

spends two aademi years with his family in Budapest. His hildren

\grow up with Unle Paul."

1973. Erd}os's ID. Erd}os walks aross a red light near UCLA at night, ausing

a turning polie ar to stop. \Can I see your ID, sir?" As usual, Erd}os

has no douments on him. All he arries is a thik volume, \The Art of

Counting," fresh out of press. That volume, with Erd}os's 8� 5 photo

smiling at the oÆers, is readily aepted as proof of his identity for the

purposes of the $10 tiket he is subsequently served for jay-walking.

Brue Rothshild pays the �ne.

1973. \International Conferene on In�nite and Finite Sets" is organized

by the Bolyai Soiety in Keszthely, Hungary, to honor Erd}os's 60th

birthday. Friends and ollaborators from around the globe gather.

The meeting produes a proeedings of three huge volumes. Volume

2 onsists entirely of papers written by Erd}os with oauthors (inlud-

ing two papers with Graham, Montgomery, Rothshild, Spener, and

Straus, laying the foundations of Eulidean Ramsey Theory).

The Hungarian government denies entry visas to Israeli mathemati-

ians. Erd}os is deeply o�ended. He onsiders boyotting the meeting
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\Poor Great Old Man"; see the setion on \Linguistis et."
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itself but baks down on his friends' urging. He leaves the ountry

after the meeting and does not return for several years out of protest.

1973. Autumn: Erd}os's destinations after Keszthely are Israel, the U. S.,

England, and Australia in quik suession.

1974. Endre Szemer�edi solves a $1000-dollar problem of Erd}os. The problem

was originally proposed by Erd}os and Tur�an in 1936.

1975. Erd}os and Tur�an meet in Canada.

1976. September 26: lifelong friend and ollaborator Paul Tur�an dies of

leukemia. The news of his terminal illness brings Erd}os bak to Bu-

dapest, ending Erd}os's self-exile.

Ever sine that year, Erd}os has returned to Hungary frequently, building

intense ollaborations with new generations of mathematiians. Unwilling to

return to the home he used to share with Anyuka, he stays in the guest-house

of the Hungarian Aademy of Siene. He has not given up the apartment,

though. He has o�ered it to visitors, always keeping trak of who omes and

when. More reently, he invited a young mathematiian to move in with his

family, free of harge, while he ontinued to stay away.

Even this silent vow did not last forever, though. I �rst interviewed Pali

b�asi for this artile in Deember 1994; to my surprise, the interview took

plae in the same old apartment where, nearly three deades earlier, I had

the honor, at the age of 16, to be treated by Pali b�asi to a (well-ordered)

set of problems on ordinal numbers. Anyuka was looking on intently, oa-

sionally interjeting the question, \Pali, does he understand this?"

Let me stop on this personal note, and leave the story of Erd}os's amaz-

ingly produtive reent deades to another time and, espeially, another

person.

APPENDIX

The lists given here are largely based on Paul Erd}os's reolletion but

most data have been veri�ed and ompleted using independent soures. Er-

rors and omissions are nevertheless likely. I will be grateful for orretions

and additions.

Current employments
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Paul Erd}os has a permanent aÆliation with the Mathematial Institute

of the Hungarian Aademy of Siene and reeives a year-round salary.

In addition he holds several part-time positions in the U. S. and one in

Israel. Typially he reeives pay while present.

Tehnion, Haifa (Erd}os typially spends 2 months per year there)

University of Florida, Gainesville (two weeks per year)

University of Memphis (formerly Memphis State University) ad-

junt professor informally sine 1975 and oÆially sine 1977;

paid for one week per year (but Erd}os visits on average three

times and spends an average total of one month there eah

year without extra pay)

Western Mihigan University, Kalamazoo, Mihigan: adjunt

professor sine September 1989. Lately he has been visit-

ing two or three times a year, spending a total of 10-14 days

there. He underwent a major medial proedure in Kalama-

zoo in autumn, 1989 and the hospital waived all fees. On

eah visit he reeives ourtesy medial hekups, arranged by

his old friend, graph theorist Yousef Alavi.

Prizes and awards founded by Paul Erd}os

Mathematial Prize (Hungarian Aademy of Siene, 1972)

Endowed by Paul Erd}os to ommemorate his parents, the prize

is awarded annually to young mathematiians in Hungary. The

prize is administered by the Hungarian Aademy of Siene. The

�rst reipient was Istv�an Juh�asz in 1974, followed by G�abor Hal�asz

(75), Endre Szemer�edi (76), L�aszl�o Lov�asz (77), Feren Shipp (78),

Zolt�an Dar�ozy (79), G�abor Tusn�ady (80), Andr�as S�ark�ozy (81),

L�aszl�o Babai (Feb. 83), Feren M�oriz (De. 83), J�ozsef Bek (84),

J�anos Pintz (85), S�andor Cs�org}o (86), Mikl�os Lazkovih (87), Imre

Ruzsa (88), P�eter Komj�ath (89),

�

Agnes Szendrei (91), Antal Balog

(92), P�eter P�al P�alfy (93), B�alint T�oth (94), Imre B�ar�any (95).

Erd}os Prize (Israel Mathematial Union, 1976)

Endowed by Paul Erd}os to ommemorate his parents Anna and

Lajos Erd}os, the prize is awarded to young mathematiians in Israel

by the Israel Mathematial Union. The award is made biennially

exept when the IMU �nds that the interests arued suÆe for
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awards in onseutive years. The �rst reipient was Saharon Shelah

in 1977, followed by Elia Rips (79), Ofer Gaber (81), Adi Shamir

(83), Shmuel Kiro (85), Yosef Yomdin (87), Noga Alon (89), Alex

Lubotzky (90), Gil Kalai (92), Ehud Hrushovski (94).

The Paul Tur�an letureship (J�anos Bolyai Mathematial Soiety,

1977)

Endowed by Paul Erd}os and Vera S�os to ommemorate Paul Tur�an

(1910-76), the letureship supports one-week visits by distinguished

speakers in areas enompassed by Tur�an's work. The foundation

is managed by the Bolyai Soiety; most leture series are held at

the Mathematial Institute of Hungarian Aademy of Siene (Bu-

dapest).

The speakers so far have been Alan Baker (1978), Klaus

F. Roth (1979), Lennart Carleson (1981), Wolfgang M. Shmidt

(1984), Andrzej Shinzel (1984), Jean-Pierre Kahane (1984), Yakov

G. Sina�� (1985), Atle Selberg (1985), Enrio Bombieri (1987), Grig-

ori�� A. Margulis (1989), Rihard A. Askey (1992), Robert Tijdeman

(1994), Henryk Iwanie (1995).

The Anna Erd}os postdotoral fellowship (Tehnion, Haifa, 1984)

Paul Erd}os used more than half of his Wolf Prize award to endow

a postdotoral fellowship in mathematis at the Tehnion to om-

memorate his mother. The fellowship is o�ered about one every

�ve years. The �rst reipient of the fellowship was Joseph Hor-

vath, 1990-91. The seond fellowship will probably be o�ered for

1996-97.

Prizes and awards reeived by Paul Erd}os

Cole Prize, A.M. S. 1951 (for his 1949 paper in the Proeedings

of the National Aademy of Siene \On a new method in el-

ementary number theory whih leads to an elementary proof

of the Prime Number Theorem")

Kossuth Prize of the Hungarian Government, 1958

Tibor Szele Prize of the Bolyai Mathematial Soiety, 1971

State Prize, Hungary, 1983

Wolf Prize, Israel, 1984 (shared with di�erential geometer Shiing-

shen Chern, award $50,000 eah)
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Gold Medal of the Hungarian Aademy of Siene 1991

Honorary degrees

University of Wisonsin{Madison, U. S.A. 1973

Tehnishe Universit�at Hannover, Germany 1977

University of York, U.K. 1979

University of Waterloo, Canada 1981

University of Western Ontario, London Ont., Canada 1985

Universit�e de Limoges, Frane 1986

Cambridge University, U.K. 1991

Tehnion, Haifa, Israel 1992

Western Mihigan University, Kalamazoo MI, U. S.A. 1992

Charles University, Prague, Czehoslovakia 1992

E�otv�os University, Budapest, Hungary 1993

University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, U. S.A. 1993

University of Haifa, Israel 1994

University of P�ozna�n, Poland 1994

Emory University, Atlanta, U. S.A. 1995

Eleted to Member in Sienti� Aademies

1956 Hungarian Aademy of Siene (Corresponding Member)

1962 Hungarian Aademy of Siene (Ordinary Member)

1974 Amerian Aademy of Arts and Sienes (Foreign Honorary

Member)

1977 Royal Netherlands Aademy of Arts and Sienes
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1979 U. S. National Aademy of Siene

1985 Australian Aademy of Siene (Corresponding Member)

1988 Indian National Siene Aademy (Honorary Fellow)

1989 Royal Soiety (U.K.)

1994 Polish Aademy of Siene

Coauthors

The list below ontains the names of 26 oauthors of Erd}os, those who

published at least ten joint papers with Erd}os by the end of 1990.

The list is intended for the readers' amusement. We warn against any

onlusions regarding the relative merits of these ollaborations; for instane,
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This is the oÆial translation of Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie van

Wetenshappen.
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Kakutani with only 7 joint papers missed the list. It seems safe to say, how-

ever, that those on the list have had a prolonged and produtive ollabora-

tion with Paul Erd}os and his presene weighed (and in many ases ontinues

to weigh) heavily in their mathematial areers.

The number of joint papers till 1990 (inlusive) preedes eah name.

Periods of ative ollaboration (by publiation date) follow eah name in

[brakets℄; * indiates that the number of joint papers ontinued to grow

after 1990; ** indiates \rapid" growth. Deeased oauthors' dates of birth

and death are in (parentheses).

50 Hajnal, Andr�as [1958 { *℄

44 S�ark�ozy, Andr�as [1966 { **℄

32 R�enyi, Alfr�ed (1921-70) [1949, 56{70℄

31 Faudree, Ralph [1976 { *℄

28 Tur�an, P�al (1910-76) [1934{41, 48{50, 55{73℄

26 Shelp, Rihard [1976 { **℄

26 Szemer�edi, Endre [1966 { 83℄

24 S�os, Vera T. [1966, 70 { *℄

23 Graham, Ronald L. [1972 { *℄

23 Rousseau, Ceil [1976 { *℄

21 Burr, Stephan [1975 { *℄

20 Straus, E. G. (1921{83) [1953, 60{83℄

18 Rado, Rihard (1906{89) [1950 { 84℄

17 Nathanson, Melvin [1975 { *℄

17 Pomerane, Carl [1978 { **℄

17 Simonovits, Mikl�os [1966 { *℄

16 Spener, Joel H. [1972 { **℄

15 Milner, Eri [1966 { 78℄

14 Niolas, Jean-Louis [1975{82, 87{ *℄

12 Bollob�as, B�ela [1962, 73{80℄

12 Chung, Fan R. K. [1979 { 87℄

12 Hall, R.R. [1973 { 80℄

12 Piranian, George [1967{88℄

12 Selfridge, John [1967 { 88℄

11 Reddy, A. L. [1973 { 78℄

10 Pah, J�anos [1980 { **℄

Aknowledgments. I wish to thank Yousef Alavi, Noga Alon, Eri Bah,

Yoav Benjamini, Dani Berend, David Borwein, Miriam Cohen, Uri Feige,

Zolt�an F�uredi, Chris Godsil, Ron Graham, Martin Gr�otshel, Andr�as Haj-

nal, Tom Hayes, Fred Ho�man, Moshe Jarden, Gil Kalai, Rihard Kane, Lai

Kov�as, Ceilia Kuls�ar, L�aszl�o Lov�asz, Alex Lubotzky, Gene Luks, Avi-

noam Mann, Attila M�at�e, Kay Medville, Jaroslav Ne�set�ril, Peter (�.) Neu-

mann, Mike Newman, Zsigmond P�al Pah, P�eter P�al P�alfy, Feren R�ak�ozi,
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Sarah Rees, Mikl�os S�antha, Lex Shrijver, Je� Shallit, R.K. Shyamasun-

dar, Mikl�os Simonovits, Vera S�os, J�anos Sur�anyi, Robert Szeleps�enyi,

�

Eva

Szill�ery, Sundar Vishwanathan, and other friends around the globe for their

advie and help in gathering and verifying data.

My partiular thanks are due to Mikl�os Simonovits who provided helpful

advie, fats, and a number of readings and hosted my seond interview

with Erd}os for this paper; to Vera S�os for her unrelenting ritiism and for

providing many fats only she ould remember, and to Noga Alon, P�eter

P�al P�alfy, and Lajos R�onyai who traked down partiularly elusive piees of

information.

My thanks are due to B�ela Bollob�as, Fan Chung, Ralph Faudree, and

Joel Spener for o�ering their stories with Unle Paul.

I am grateful to Ron Graham, Penny Haxell, Tom Hayes, Susan Lan-

dau, Gene Luks, and Oksana Malanhuk, for their areful reading of the

manusript at various stages and for their detailed advie on style and gram-

mar. Eah of them helped a great deal to improve the presentation (there

was a lot to be improved). I owe a partiular debt of gratitude to Gene Luks

for so generously providing his ritiism and spei� advie on ountless de-

tails of the text. His ontribution is felt in virtually every paragraph.

Naturally I bear the responsibility for the many remaining errors and

shortomings. I will be grateful for any orretions.

I should like to express my gratitude to the Bolyai Soiety and espeially

to General Seretary GyulaO.H. Katona and Exeutive Diretor Ceilia

Kuls�ar for their in�nite patiene as well as their unrelenting prodding that

made me, belatedly, begin, and eventually, stop writing this paper (ne-

essarily un�nished; this paper is impossible to \omplete"). My apologies

are due to all those who ontributed to this volume or otherwise have been

waiting anxiously for it to ome out, for having held up the publiation

for all too long. Paul Erd}os's global 80th birthday party, whih started in

Kalamazoo
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in June 1992, may perhaps end with this artile.

While the world was elebrating, Pali b�asi ompleted about 120 new

papers . . .

May he ontinue to reveal his glimpses from the Book, for many years to

ome.
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The Seventh Quadrennial International Conferene on Graph Theory, Combinatoris,

Algorithms, and Appliations, June 1-5, 1992, at Western Mihigan University, was, as far

as I know, the �rst meeting dediated to Erd}os's 80th birthday.
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